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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Human-robot interaction in our Daily Life

This thesis focuses on natural human-robot interaction (HRI), both from human behavior understanding and robot behavior generation side. Firstly, the role of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) will be introduced. HRI is an interdisciplinary field, and brings together researchers and engineers from many areas, including computer science, robotics, philosophy, psychology, social sciences, etc. The interaction needs to consider and focus not only on the human but also on the robot. Before talking about human-robot interaction in daily life, the following two key research areas involved in HRI will be discussed:

- **How to perceive and understand human behavior?** This area focuses on the sensors and algorithms for human behavior perception. The sensors include cameras, audio recording devices, electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors, electromyography (EMG) sensors, pressure sensors, etc. Cameras are widely used in human-robot interaction. The RGB and RGB-D cameras can detect human body behaviour (e.g., gestures, postures, etc.), face action, and eye gaze information. This visual information can be used for human emotion understanding [1], human underlying intention detection [2], and health situation assessment [3] during human-robot interaction. Thermal cameras can extract the temperature-based emotional features from the human face infrared thermal imaging. These physiological features can be employed for example for human emotion recognition [4], and human lie detection [5] during human-robot interaction. EEG sensors can detect human brain’s electrical activity signal. These signals can be decoded as the control information to control the robot in a physical human-robot interaction scene [6] or control an exoskeleton robot in a rehabilitation setting with HRI [7]. EMG signals correspond to the electrical activity in the human muscle. EMG signals are commonly used for human intention detection during human-robot collaboration [8], and the physical human-robot interaction for rehabilitation [9]. The pressure sensors can be used to determine user intention [10] and the human emotion detection during human-robot handshake [11]. Furthermore, there are different methods for human perception based on the data types. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [12] can process face and body for human emotion recognition [13] and human pose estimation [14]. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), including Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [15], and Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) [16] can deal with human speech audio for emotion recognition [17], human speech text for chatbot [18], human body action for emotion recognition [19], and other types of time series in human-robot interaction scenes. Random Forest (RF) model, Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can also work on human speech or face emotion recognition [20] [21] [22]. Moreover, the transformer with the attention mechanism works well on the trimodal emotion recognition from speech text, audio, and vision [23].
• **How to conduct robot behavior?** Once the robot understands human behavior, it should have an appropriate response. During a human-robot conversation, the robot should learn how to speak with suitable speech text, speech audio, and natural non-verbal behaviors, such as synchronous robot face action, robot gesture, and robot head movement. There are two main methods for human-robot chatbot, namely the retrieval method and the generative method [18]. The seq2seq model [24] is mainly used for text sentence generation during robot response to human speech. The generated sentence should apply text-to-speech (TTS) technology to synthesize the human-like speech audio. Text-to-speech (TTS) generation research has recently made significant progress with some main methods [25], for example, Tacotron [26], Tacotron 2 [27], FastSpeech [28], and so on. Furthermore, style-controlled TTS is a new trend [29] [30]. This focus of research can enable a robot to have human-like speech audio with special characteristics during HRI, such as gender style, speed of speech, age, etc. Robots should also consider non-verbal behaviors during speech, such as robot face action, gesture, and head movement. Namely, a robot in a human-robot interaction scene should learn how to conduct the gesture relevant to the speech audio [31], or speech text [32] [33]. Some robots have their faces covered with skin, such as the ERICA robot [34] and the Zeno robot [35], and can actuate the face and eyes for human-like expressivity, which is vital in an effective and friendly human-robot interaction [36]. Furthermore, there is also the Furhat robot, possessing a face-swapping mask and an optical projection device behind the mask. The Furhat robot can change the face mask and customize the optical projection for limitless facial expressions with different personalities [37] [38]. These robot platforms can express rule-based limited number of facial expressions [39] and exhibit spontaneous face action aligned with robot speech audio and text during a friendly human-robot interaction. All in all, verbal and non-verbal robot behaviors greatly impact conducting an effective and human-like human-robot interaction [40]. The robot can imitate human behaviors [41] or learn by itself with reinforcement learning [42] in order to learn how to conduct appropriate robot behaviors or decision-making in a successful HRI.

A large number of advanced and intelligent robot platforms, including industrial robots for manufacturing and logistic robots for manipulation in a logistic network, have been used effectively for many years. These robots improved the quality of workplace and led to major productivity gains and profitability for many factories and industrial companies. They primarily work in a structured and constrained environment by having repeated movements and behaviours all the time. However, there are still many unstructured environments that need a robot to interact with the environment and humans in a safe and trustworthy manner. For example, assistive robots that help the elder living independently [43], exoskeleton robots that improve the rehabilitation programme of a disabled at home [44], and rescue robots that are used to substitute humans in a search scene or in dangerous environments [45]. It is challenging to put the robot in an unstructured setting with human interaction because humans always have a high uncertainty level at different times and places. Hence, there is still a lot of work to do to improve the level of maturity of human-robot interaction. Nowadays, human-robot interaction (HRI) research has attracted more and more new researchers worldwide with the development of the artificial intelligence algorithm and robot hardware platforms. Many human-robot interaction results are promising to be applied in the real-world setting. Industrial robots have been used in many setups for many years, such as car and cell phone assembling with robot arms and the goods manipulation with logistic robots. With the "Industrial 4.0" age coming, more collaborative robots working with humans have been used in industrial settings, namely cobots in industrial settings [46] [47]. They are more and more integrated because they can complete more complicated operations, and human-robot
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collaboration solutions can make full use of humans’ high-level cognitive capabilities and robots’ excellent speed, repeatability, and accuracy [48]. Yaskawa Electric’s Collaborative Robot MOTOAN-HC Series can be used for many safe and friendly human-robot collaboration/interaction tasks without a safety fence, such as collaborative quality inspection and collaborative product assembling, as shown in Figure 1.1 [49]. Humans are not good for producing accurate repetitive behaviours for long periods of time. Furthermore, humans can change their behaviour mode in an industrial environment. In this context, the robot should predict the human action in order to conduct a safe HRI task. Maria et al. [50] built-up a robot learning framework with multiple demonstrations, in which the robot can learn the action series of an assembly task without pre-programming the robot trajectory planning. Besides, they also came up with a new adaptive algorithm robot learning based on the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). It can enable the robot to deal with the changes during the real-time HRI or Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) scene, such as the position change of the object to be manipulated and human moving. Furthermore, it is promising to be used in a continuous HRI with an industrial collaborative robot. Multimodal human behavior signals should be considered to conduct a friendly and safe human-robot interaction in an industrial process [48]. Furthermore, in recent researches, human brain electroencephalogram (EEG) signal [51], electromyography (EMG) signal [52], gesture [53], and speech audio [54] have widely been used to interact with an industrial robot.

With the development of deep learning, machine vision, and sensor technology, HRI plays a more and more crucial role in the medical or healthcare context [55]. When working with vulnerable populations, the HRI becomes even more challenging. In [56], the AI-robot company and Beihang University have created an exoskeleton robot, which can help disabled people with lower-limb gait rehabilitation. The robotic system also includes a patient motion assessment subsystem with vision-based gait information from a depth camera and the foot plantar pressure signal from the thin film pressure sensors, which can assess the rehabilitation status of patients using the exoskeleton robot [57] [58]. The robotics researchers from Beihang University and Aalborg University build-up a lower-limb exoskeleton rehabilitation robotic system, which can be used to rehabilitate stroke patients, paralyzed patients, and spinal cord injury patients by using physical human-robot interaction. Moreover, the exoskeleton robot system also considers the EEG signal from the patient brain and EMG from the patient’s lower-limb muscles to make the patient feel the exoskeleton robot as a part of the body, which can result in a friendly and natural physical human-robot interaction and can fasten the rehabilitation process [56]. In the paper [59], the authors employed multimodal human physiological information such as Electrooculography (EOG) and Electromyography
(EMG) to guide the robot to do reach-to-grasp task with real-time human-robot interaction. The EOG signal was decoded to complete the robot reaching movement towards the object manipulated, and the EMG signal was decoded to perform the robot grasping object task. The project is promising to assist disabled people in daily life with reliable classification accuracy.

Furthermore, nowadays, the number of people aged 60 years and older is growing and there is a shortage of primary care services. The numerous older adults live alone and experience cognitive and physical decline. The advancement in the human-robot interaction area also makes it possible for the assistive robot with HRI to help this vulnerable population in their own home environments with daily health monitoring, and social care [60]. The Europe Horizon 2020 project - Enabling Robot and assisted living environment for Independent Care and Health Monitoring of the Elderly (ENRICHME) focused on the physiological behavior monitoring with non-invasive sensors and adaptive HRI for older people assisting at home [61] [62] [63]. The human-robot interaction scene in the project ENRICHME is as shown in Figure 1.2. The robot TIAGo used in the project ENRICHME was equipped with a thermal camera and a Kinect depth sensor to detect the behaviors and physiological parameters of the users [64]. The project developed nine cognitive games for the robot platform, including Stroop game, Speed game, Memory game, Puzzle.

Humans can make full use of social intelligence in an efficient and successful bi-directional communication scenario. A robot should do the same in HRI [65]. Many robots are also used in domestic settings or public spaces [66] [67]. A social robot with effective interaction capabilities can potentially contribute to diagnosing and treating some particular diseases, such as autism spectrum disorder [68] and Parkinson’s disease [69] [70]. Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) may communicate with others with restricted behaviors and limited understanding of others’ feelings in everyday social interaction. Many social robots have been developed for children with ASD [71], [72], [73], for example the robots NAO, Kaspar, Keepon, FACE, Probo, Charlie, Zeno, and CuDDler, as shown in Figure 1.3. The robot Zeno possesses an expressive robot face covered with skin and conversational artificial intelligence (AI). Marinoiu et al. applied the Zeno robot in the human-robot interaction context with human pose perception and emotion recognition of ASD children [74]. The robot NAO was used to play games with autistic children for social engagement and ASD treatment [75]. An example of interaction between the Kaspar robot and a child with ASD is shown in Fig. ??.
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People suffering of Parkinson’s disease (PD) suffer from social communication problems with limited expression of emotional face, gesture, and speech. The authors in [76] described a social robotic system designed for PD persons. The robot system can detect their emotions by using the speech modality and express emotional behaviors with the other non-verbal modality, namely gesture, which can considerably improve the PD persons’ life quality during social communication.

Furthermore, with the development of internet technology and AI, the education area has been revolutionized by distance education. For example, students and researchers learn new knowledge or join workshops through video conferences and virtual meetings during Covid-19 pandemic. Compared to the virtual education method, the telepresence robots for education are being studied by various researchers [77], [78], [79]. The authors in the paper [80] explored the usefulness of the telepresence robot with human-robot interaction for language education. In [81], the authors tried to use the telepresence robot to help the K-12 (12th grade) students who cannot go to school for education because of various reasons. Robots for education can help children to learn new knowledge but can also be an useful aid to the teachers for professional development [82]. The European project EMOTE designed and developed a tutor robot possessing empathy, which plays a vital role in establishing relationships [83]. Such an example is shown in Fig. 1.4.

Figure 1.3: The social robots with human-robot interaction for ASD diagnosis and intervention. a: robot NAO, b: robot KASPAR, c: robot Keepon, d: robot FACE e: PROBO robot, f: robot CHARLIE, g: Zeno robot, h: CuDDler robot.

Figure 1.4: The HRI scenes with empathic education robot tutor [83].
1.2 How to achieve a natural human-robot interaction?

1.2.1 Overview of natural human-robot interaction

Naturalness is a significant index for social or service robots in a successful and trustworthy human-robot interaction setting. Naturalness in human-robot interaction as a multifaced concept faces multiple challenges when the current social or service robots tend to work well on a single task and have a limited level of multimodal perception and interaction ability. Hence, there are many works on natural HRI that should be explored. However, what is a natural human-robot interaction? It is not easy to give a precise definition. From the paper [84], it is clear that a natural human-robot interaction should consider natural controllability and natural behavior and also require a naturally controlled robot that can perform natural and expected behaviors to respond to human interaction.

Humans naturally communicate with each other through verbal behavior with speech and non-verbal behaviors, including facial expression, body gesture, gaze, social distance, and so on. A person can understand the interlocutor behaviors easily and also can conduct appropriate behaviors in different scenes. Namely, natural human-human communication needs bi-directional contribution. Accordingly, natural-human-robot interaction should be a two-way process where a robot should understand human commands and respond with natural robot behaviors. For example, an assistive robot designed for elderly persons should recognize human needs through human behavior understanding algorithms and then propose several care services. The authors in [84] define this kind of robot as a naturally controllable robot. The naturally controllable robot can be controlled through the perception of natural communication modalities, such as human gesture interface [85] [86], verbal speech interface [87], multimodal interface [88], etc. In addition, a robot also should learn to perform natural behaviors through verbal and non-verbal modalities in natural human-robot interaction, such as robot speech [89], gesture [90], face action [39], gaze control [91], and social distance (proxemics) [92].

The naturally controlled robots have been studied by many researchers in the past few years. Multiple natural communication modalities can be used for a naturally controlled robotic system, such as human speech, gesture, and gaze.

Research on developing natural robot behaviors gains more interest every year. Human speech can convey emotion, intention, and verbal content and it is essential for natural interpersonal communication. Non-verbal behaviors are neglected commonly during human-human communication. However, non-verbal behavior shares 60% to 70% contribution of human communication [93]. Hence, natural-behavior robots should be endowed with natural verbal and non-verbal behaviors. The detailed content and role of non-verbal behavior in natural human-robot interaction will be described in 1.2.3.

Emotional speech synthesis as an active research area has attracted massive attention from researchers around the world. The extensive development of text-to-speech and natural language processing technology has made it possible to generate realistic and emotional speech in the past few years [94] [95], which facilitates the social robot to express emotional states in speech. The authors in [96] presented an emotional speech synthesis system to empower the healthcare robot with empathy during human-robot interaction. The emotional speech synthesis system is based on the Random Forests and Adaboost, where emotion tag and text are inputs and the emotional speech for a social robot is the output. The HRI experimental results with emotional speech show that the successful empathetic robot speech requires not only the primary emotions but also the secondary emotions. The paper also indicates that the empathetic robot with emotional speech makes a good contribution to the acceptable human-robot interaction.
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The paper [97] explored the personality of the synthesized speech based on the Big-Five personality questionnaire. Similarly, the robot behaviors also should own the personality feature to some degree. In the past research, Lee et al. [98] had certified that the participants preferred communicating with the robot with a complementary personality to their personalities than the robot with a similar personality with themselves. Aylett et al. [99] conducted a pilot study to explore the personality of generated robot speech. The generated robot speech with personality has significant potential in natural human-robot interaction.

The past research concluded that gender bias happened during human-computer interaction with verbal speech [100]. The paper [101] explored how the gender feature of robot speech influences the persuasiveness in the human-robot interaction with female and male users. NAO robot was endowed with gender features with the help of male and female speech utterances during the experiments. The research results show that a male speech robot is more persuasive than a female speech robot. The experiment results also indicate that the female users believe the speech robot with more persuasiveness than male users during human-robot interaction. All in all, gender property plays an essential role in natural human-robot interaction.

Moreover, interpersonal communication usually applies multiple natural modalities which convey richer information compared to unimodal one. For example, the human video chat with speech, face, gaze, and gesture makes a more natural and reliable communication than the audio chat. Similarly, multimodal communication also makes a difference in natural human-robot interaction [84]. It contains two parts, namely the multimodal human behavior perception and multimodal robot behavior expression in HRI.

Humans always perceive the surroundings with multimodal information because multimodal perception can make a better performance. So does the robot. The paper [102] described a multimodal human action recognition system in the context of human-robot interaction between an assistive robot and an elderly user with a mobility disability. The action recognition system is for the human command perception used in robot control. The multimodal information used in the action/command system included visual gesture images extracted from the Kinect camera and acoustic data obtained from the microphones. The results indicated that the multimodal command recognition system got better than the unimodal one, which possibly leads to a more successful HRI.

Humans tend to perform multimodal behaviors with speech, gesture, and facial expression in natural interpersonal communication. In the same way, multimodal robot behaviors can make an excellent contribution to a successful human-robot interaction. The paper [103] compared the HRI effects between the multimodal robot behaviors with speech and spontaneous gesture and unimodal robot behavior only with the speech in a situational context with the Honda humanoid robot. The experimental results show that the users prefer giving a more positive assessment to the HRI with multimodal robot behaviors than HRI with unimodal one, which can inspire the social robot behavior design for a natural HRI in the future.

1.2.2 The role of emotion in naturally social interactions (H-H and go to H-R)

Emotion can be a personal feeling when you live alone and think about some things. And emotion is also interpersonal when you interact with others with emotional contagion. Human emotion is significant in interpersonal communication because it can bone the social relationships between interactors. If your friends share their experiences with emotions with you, your excellent perception of the counterpart’s emotion and appropriate emotional response will contribute to a close interpersonal relationship. Hence, a natural and successful human-human interaction needs the excellent ability of emotional perception and emotional behavior expression.
During human-human communication, a person can detect counterpart emotion from uni-modal or multimodal human behaviors, including human facial expressions, semantic speech, non-verbal vocalization, and bodily action. A human also can conduct an expressive behavior to show his or her emotional internal state for natural human-robot interaction. For example, the person can speak with a happy or a sad voice spontaneously with emotional facial expressions and gestures. In addition, humans can do well in emotion adaptation, where people deal with giving more appropriate and adaptive responses during the interaction. All in all, a natural emotion-based human-human interaction contains three parts as follows.

1. how to perceive human’s emotion well.
2. how to select the appropriate emotional behaviors to respond to the perceived emotion.
3. how to conduct the selected emotional behaviors.

Similarly, emotion plays a significant role in human-robot interaction. Emotion can help robots receive more attention from the human user and augment human engagement during human-robot interaction [104]. Furthermore, emotion contributes significantly to the continuous social presence in long-term human-robot interaction [105]. Natural affective human-robot interaction also includes successful human emotion recognition by a robot, a suitable reasoning and action selection mechanism, an appropriate robot expression platform and an effective robot behavior synthesis model [106] as shown in Figure 1.5. The emotion elicitation part in the figure is commonly used to trigger desired emotions of users in the laboratory settings. The popular emotion elicitation methods contain the image-based method, music-based method, film-based method, etc. [107]. However, in the realistic and in-the-wild human-robot interaction, it is no need to do emotion elicitation. Emotional behavior generation is divided into three parts in that paper [107]. The emotion expression part is related to different possible emotion expression modalities on a social robot. For example, the robot with an arm and skinned face can conduct affective facial expressions and emotional gestures during HRI. The robot with a vocalization system can speak with an emotional speech. The emotion adaptation part is about how to build a suitable behavior mechanism for response to the detected emotion from the human interactor. The emotion synthesis part is relative to generating or synthesizing the emotional robot behaviors, which are advised in the emotion adaptation part.

![Figure 1.5: Affective Loop of Emotional Robots. Extracted from the paper [106]](image_url)

There are many modalities that can be used to build up the human emotion recognition system for HRI, such as speech with text or audio, human bodily action, facial action, tactile
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sense, physiological signals, and multimodal information. These human emotion recognition systems can allow the social robot to interpret human inner emotional state, which facilitates a friendly and natural human-robot interaction.

Emotion perception through speech audio is more effective with less computation than a vision-based model [108]. Therefore, it is a primary emotion recognition method used in human-robot interaction. The paper [109] explored the speech-audio-based emotion recognition system to classify basic emotions for human-robot interaction. The paper used feature selection processing to reduce the computational complexity. The authors also tried six classifiers, including Support Vector Machine (SVM), k Nearest Neighbors (kNN), decision tree, Bayesian Belief Networks, Naive Bayes classifier, and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The results show that SVM and Bayesian Belief Networks get better offline testing accuracy. Because the two models are also lightweight, they are possibly the candidate emotion recognition model in real-time human-robot interaction. Speech text is also a vital tool to sense human emotion. Yoon et al. [110] came up with a multimodal speech emotion recognition model with audio and text. The model based on dual recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can classify basic emotions (angry, happy, sad, and neutral) and obtained better emotion recognition performance, which inspires the future human emotion model in a human-robot interaction scene.

The face is an important modality for expressing human emotions. Face-based human emotion perception is helpful in natural HRI. Researchers have used multiple types of face data for human emotion recognition, for example, RGB face images [111], depth images [112], and thermal images [113]. The paper [111] explored facial emotion recognition with a NAO robot in the children-robot interaction. The paper compared the CNN-based emotion classification model and AFFDEX SDK [114] as an open facial emotion recognition platform. The CNN model showed a better emotion classification ability during the human-robot interaction. It is a potential emotion model used for a real-time and natural HRI in the future.

Emotion based robot behavior also makes a valuable contribution to a successful and natural human-robot interaction. Past research has shown that a robot endowed with an emotional behavior can be perceived as empathetic [96] and trustworthy [115], which are important features for natural HRI. These behaviors contain emotional speeches, facial expressions, and emotional body action. The paper [116] has shown that a robot could convey emotion with robot face action, robot head or locomotion movements, and robot gestures as well.

Chella et al. [117] built-up an emotional storyteller robot who can tell the story with the prosody-based emotional speech. The paper [118] explored the effect of emotional robot behaviors in children-robot interaction. During the experiments, the robot can express emotion with its speech, gesture, posture, eye colors, and bodily poses. The questionnaire results from children in HRI show that children enjoy interacting with a robot with adaptive emotion and gesture more than the robot without adaptive emotion and gesture. The paper [119] introduced the robot EmIR for the elderly assistance. EmiR can detect the users’ emotions. It can also express empathy responding to the detected emotion with the help of visual cues, including the cheek color controlled by LED emitters and the facial expression, which leads to an acceptable human-robot interaction.

1.2.3 Non-verbal behaviour for natural human-robot interaction

Nonverbal behaviors are essential in interpersonal communication. The verbal behavior is often conducted with the nonverbal behaviors in natural human-human interaction. Nonverbal behaviors can help to augment the communication engagement and attract continuous counterpart attention in long-term interaction. They also make the interaction more expressive. For instance, When a speaker gives a speech in public, the speech with rich gestures and
facial expressions will be more attractive and expressive than one without (or with limited) nonverbal behaviors. Nonverbal behaviors can lead to more versatile communication than verbal behavior to some degree. For example, persons who cannot speak the same language can share information through gestures or hand motions. Based on the reference [120], the categories of non-verbal behaviors are as shown below:

1. face expression
2. gaze
3. gestures and other bodily movements
4. posture
5. bodily contact
6. spatial behavior
7. clothes and other kinds of appearance
8. non-verbal vocalization
9. smell

Nonverbal robot behaviors are essential and can facilitate a natural human-robot interaction [40]. The paper [121] shows that nonverbal robot behavior can promote task performance in a difficult collaborative task. The author designed the memorization task with different difficulty levels. In the collaborative task, the users worked with the robot with or without the nonverbal behaviors. The experimental results demonstrate that nonverbal cannot contribute to user performance in the lower-level difficulty memorization task but can improve the user performance in the high-level difficulty task.

Like human communication, the humanoid robot arms can conduct gestures and poses, and the skinned face robot can express facial action for a natural HRI. However, the robot also can own other non-verbal behaviors that humans cannot have, for example, the robot eye color controlled by LED light [118]. The nonverbal robot behaviors include robot facial action, robot gestures, robot gaze, robot contact, robot smell, non-verbal robot vocalization, robot appearance, robot proxemic behavior, or other possible ones.

Robot facial behaviors have two types: facial expression for emotion demonstration and co-speech facial action. They are both critical in natural HRI. The paper [122] explored the robot facial expression design of a companion robot for children, which can lead to good human-robot interaction. Robot nonverbal vocalization includes laughter, cry, sign, and so on, which can convey emotion easily and intuitively to users during a natural HRI. The paper [123] presented a nonverbal-vocalization-driven robot facial action generation system for the multimodal nonverbal HRI. With the help of the synthesis system, the robot ERICA can conduct the non-verbal vocalization (laughter and surprise) and the aligned face action spontaneously, which are vital for the naturalness of human-robot interaction.

The gesture contains co-speech gestures and speech-independent gestures, which play a vital role in human social behaviors and natural human-robot interaction. The paper [33] explored robot gesture generation with speech and showed that the interactors preferred the interaction with gesture and speech instead of only speech during human-robot interaction. Ondras et al. [124] used deep learning (LSTM and MLP) to generate the co-speech robot upper-body motions, including head, arm, and torso movements. The generated robot gesture and speech were applied to the robot Pepper robot for experiments. Those generated co-speech robot gestures are possible to be used in future multimodal natural HRI.

The robot gaze also plays a central role in guiding user’s attention and regulating turn-taking during interpersonal communication. The robot gaze behaviors include the robot gaze with one person and the robot gaze in group communication. The paper [91] explored the responsive robot gaze during human-robot interaction. The robot eye attention relies on what the user looks at in a responsive robot gaze scene. The HRI evaluation experiments showed that the responsive robot gaze experienced a stronger feeling of being looked at than the non-responsive robot gaze. The paper [125] explored the robot gaze in group communication.
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The HRI experimental results showed that the gaze behaviors under consideration influenced the users’ understanding of the robot action and that robot action influenced the human perception of the robot gaze, which inspires the natural HRI with the robot gaze.

Robot contact or robot haptic communication in HRI has many types, for example, human-robot hug and human-robot handshaking. It refers to how a robot interacts with the human through touching. It is a vital interaction modality in natural HRI. The paper [126] developed a human-robot handshaking system. And using the system, the authors conducted the HRI experiments to explore tactile-based emotion detection.

Robot smell was rarely studied in the past few years, even though human olfactory communication is vital during interpersonal communication [127]. The paper [127] endowed the social robot with an olfactory display system that can emit the smell to decorate the robot movement. The paper completed the synchronization between the controllable smell presentation and the robot movements in human-robot interaction. The research is inspiring for future natural HRI with smell representation.

Robot appearance also can make a difference in natural human-robot interaction. For example, the human-like robot ERICA was designed with high-level anthropomorphism [128]. ERICA has a skinned face, skinned hand, and skinned body, facilitating more natural human-like robot behaviors. The Furhat robot [37] has a back-projected plastic face and can replace the face quickly, but its robot face suffers from the influence of light compared with the ERICA robot. The ERICA robot and Furhat robot are as shown in Figure 1.6. The paper [129] conducted a survey and identified 157 robots with rendered faces and coded them in terms of 76 properties to explore the relation between people’s perceptions of rendered robot faces and different facial features. The results showed that the presence or absence of specific features influences the human perception of the robot face, which can guide the robot face design for natural human-robot interaction in the future.

Robot proxemic behavior is about keeping a social distance during human-robot interaction, which is essential in social human-robot interaction [130]. The paper [131] came up with a real-time socially-aware robot navigation system, namely SocioSense, among pedestrians. The system takes the video with streaming pedestrians as input and outputs the proxemic distances and predicted trajectories for the socially aware robot navigation, which will lead to a safe and successful human-robot interaction.

All in all, the nonverbal behaviors contribute significantly to a successful human-robot interaction. A natural HRI should combine multimodal behaviors with verbal behaviors and non-verbal behaviors. Aly et al. [132] built up a multimodal behaviors synthesis system with speech, facial expression, and gestures for the ALICE robot. The experimental results validate the effectiveness of the generated multimodal robot behaviors in human-robot interaction.
1.3 Current Challenges in Social Robotics and Research Questions

A social robot is an intelligent robot that interacts with humans through social interaction [133] and can be a particular member of our society in the future [134]. Social robotics as an interdisciplinary is a new branch of robotics and has caught the emerging attention of researchers from various disciplines around the world [135]. Instead of an inanimate machine like the industrial robot in a traditional factory, the social robot can communicate and interact with a human with social cues and a social robot may possess a certain degree of humanness in the future [134]. A social robot should know how to perceive humans’ social behaviors and how to respond to humans with social behavior during social human-robot interaction. For example, a social robot should recognize the emotion of the human counterpart well in an emotional interaction scene. It should also learn how to conduct emotional interaction with verbal and nonverbal behaviors.

Social robotics is popular now around the world, which attracts the massive attention of researchers. It can provide social assistive services to the particular group, such as children with a social disability and the elderly with cognitive disorder. Many robot platforms are capable of providing social service, for example, the robot NAO [136], the robot PARO [137], the robot Kaspar [138], and the robot Furhat [37]. The paper [139] used a socially expressive robot Pleo to assist children with autism spectrum disorders to develop social behaviors. And some other authors [140] explored the effectiveness of social robots including the robot NAO and the robot PARO in the therapy of advanced dementia.

However, many challenges of social robotics still lie ahead. Many social robots still conduct handcrafted behaviors during socially human-robot interaction experiments. Inspired by the reference [133], in this thesis we will describe the social robot challenges from the following views based on this thesis focus.

2. Personality: challenging to inject personality into the robot’s behavior with the learning method.
3. Empathy: challenging to work well in in-the-wild or online emotion recognition; challenging to respond to the human emotion with appropriate robot behavior autonomously.
4. Engagement: challenging to attract the user’s attention for long-term HRI.

Facing these challenges, my thesis explores four research questions:

1. how to accurately perceive human emotion recognition during human-robot interaction with multimodal signals, including thermal facial images and 3D gait data?
2. how to build a long-life human emotion recognition model for reliable online perception performance?
3. how to model an one-to-many generative model for natural co-speech robot gesture synthesis task?
4. how to generate the robot face action align with speech audio for natural human-robot interaction?

1.4 Thesis contributions and architecture

This thesis aims to facilitate a natural human-robot interaction based on human behavior perception and robot behavior generation. We explored multimodal emotion recognition with the thermal facial features and 3D gait features during human-robot interaction in terms
of human behavior perception. For robot behavior generation, we completed an one-to-many speech-driven robot gesture generation. We also conducted the speaking robot face action generation for the social robot with the skin-covered face. The generated robot behaviors, including the talking face actions and co-speech gestures, were also applied to the robot’s face (Zeno) and the humanoid robot (Pepper). Hence, the thesis contains four sub-projects: (1) one-to-many speaking robot gesture generation, (2) co-speech robot face action generation, (3) multimodal emotion recognition, and (4) interactive robot learning for long-life emotion perception. The related contributions are as follows, respectively:

(1) An audio-visual database based on the public TED videos. The database contains speech audio data and the aligned 3D human gestures obtained from 2D images of TED videos. A proposed one-to-many temporal Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) framework of the cross-modal generation is proposed to align the human-like gestures and the speech. The one-to-many means that the GAN model fed with one speech input will output multiple gestural time series. The generator model of GAN also introduces a new autoencoder architecture to solve the problem of adding the noise for the generative model with time series source as the input because the temporal noise sequence is hard to generate for temporal GAN. Finally, the generated co-speech gestures are mapped to the real robot Pepper, which certifies the generated gesture’s effectiveness in reality.

(2) A temporal GAN architecture with L1 reconstruction loss was proposed to synthesize 3D co-speech face action effectively. A face action retargeting task was performed from human 3D face action to the robot face actuators. The generated speaking robot face actions are also employed on the real robot Zeno. Finally, user experiments have been done to assess the effectiveness of the generated speaking robot face action.

(3) The human-robot interaction experiments with human multimodal behaviors have been performed to build up a multimodal database with 3D gait data and thermal facial images. And the feature extraction tasks are done on the multimodal data. Then, CNN, HMM, SVM, RF, and a proposed hybrid model with gait and thermal facial features are explored in our database. The results certify the proposed hybrid model’s effectiveness in multimodal emotion recognition.

(4) A new hybrid model based on Random Forest (RF) and confusion matrices of two unimodal RF models was developed. In addition, the interactive robot learning (IRL) architecture with the human in the loop is proposed, where the human verbal feedback is utilized in the long-term learning scene to improve the performance of real-time emotion recognition. The experiment results show the IRL method is efficient in a long-life multimodal emotion recognition scene.

The rest thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the one-to-many co-speech robot gesture generation with a temporal generative model.

Chapter 3 elaborates the speaking robot face action generation with a generative model.

Chapter 4 details the multimodal human emotion recognition with a thermal camera and RGB-D camera in human-robot interaction.

Chapter 5 presents the interactive robot learning for a better online multimodal emotion recognition for natural human-robot interaction.

Chapter ?? concludes my thesis contribution and possible works that can be proposed in the future.
Chapter 2

Robot gesture synthesis based on speech

2.1 Overview

The human gestures occur spontaneously and usually they are aligned with speech, which leads to a natural and expressive interaction. Speech-driven gesture generation is important in order to enable a social robot to exhibit social cues and conduct a successful human-robot interaction. In this chapter, the generation process involves mapping acoustic speech representation to the corresponding gestures for a humanoid robot. Our work proposes a new GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) architecture for speech to gesture generation. Instead of the fixed mapping from one speech to one gesture pattern, our end-to-end GAN structure can generate multiple mapped gestures patterns from one speech (with multiple noises) just like humans do. The generated gestures can be applied to social robots with arms. The evaluation result shows the effectiveness of our generative model for speech-driven robot gesture generation.

2.2 Introduction

Gesture as a non-verbal behavior is a supplementary modality of verbal behavior in everyday interpersonal communication. The human can convey meaning and emotion through gesticulation for an expressive interaction. The gesture as a non-verbal body language is very important for a humanoid robot communication during human-robot interaction [33] [13] [141] [142]. Gestures associated and aligned with speech make a robot appear more expressive than a robot using only-speech communication during the interaction [143]. It is very challenging to deal with speech-gesture synchronization problem during the gesture generation with speech [132] [144]. In the past, the natural and human-like robot gestures were mostly handcrafted by researchers again and again, process that is time-consuming and that needs to use prior knowledge in the related domain. Hence, the end-to-end automatic methods of the speech to gesture generation are more and more attracting the attention from researchers. Because the non-verbal behaviors have a random variation to some degree, humans express alternative and variable instead of repeated speech-driven behaviors [145].

The speech-driven gesture for the robot as a non-verbal behavior should possess this kind of characteristic, namely that the robot can express multiple variable gesture patterns given the same speech in different contexts and situations. However, in the past, researchers focused only on one-to-one instead of one-to-many mapping between the speech and the gesture. The work presented in this chapter focuses on the end-to-end speech-driven gesture generation for a humanoid robot. The pipeline of the robot gesture generation is as shown in Figure 2.1. Our 3D gesture synthesizer is based on the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [146], capable of using the speech audio as input to generate human-like natural 3D
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Figure 2.1: The robot gesture generation pipeline. The speech audio is used as an input to the 3D pose synthesizer with a random noise. Then, the natural and human-like 3D gesture sequences (in the joint position (x, y, z) space) are generated. Moreover, one same speech audio with multiple different random noises can align multiple natural gesture expressions in the same manner as humans have similar but different gestures while expressing the same speech in different contexts and situations. The gesture retargeting part maps the obtained gestures in the joint position space of the Pepper robot (i.e., in the joint angle (pitch, roll, yaw) space). Finally, the mapped positions are applied on the real Pepper robot in the human-robot interaction.

gesture sequences, which are in the 3D joint position (x, y, z) space. Then, these 3D positions are mapped to the joint angles (pitch, roll, yaw) of the Pepper robot gesture controlling by our gesture retargeting algorithm. Besides, our model can complete one-to-many mapping work, where one same speech audio with multiple random noises is used as an input to the gesture synthesizer in order to get multiple interrelated gesture sequences.

2.3 State of the Art

2.3.1 Generative model

During the co-speech gesture generation process, the generative model is applied. Hence, first, we will present the state of the art in generative models. Generative models, including the deep belief networks [147], the variational autoencoder models [148], and the generative adversarial models [146] have attracted a lot of attention of researchers from many research areas, including computer vision, robotics, and image processing. These have led to more and more excellent applications of audio-virtual correspondence, where a major focus was on the temporal mapping between the audio and the face action [149] [150] or the human pose [151] [152].

GAN (Generative Adversarial Model) is an effective and popular generation model nowadays. The first GAN model was created by Goodfellow et al. [146]. GAN model trains two competitive networks, namely the generator $G$ and the discriminator $D$ in the same time. However, $G$ and $D$ have opposite objectives. $G$ tries to generate the data as the sample in the distribution of the training set, while $D$ tries to differ the real data and the generated data. In a basic GAN model, the $G$ network will be input a random noise sample from a latent distribution such as the normal distribution, and $G$ will produce a sample. The $D$ network is fed with real samples and generated samples from $G$ and output 0 (generated) or 1 (real).

For example, the illustration of the Eiffel tower image generation task with GAN is as shown in Figure 2.3. Input the random noise to the generator to produce the tower image, which is then used as input for the discriminator to be checked as "real" or "fake". The real Eiffel tower images are also input to the discriminator during discriminator training. Given random noises as input, the well-trained Generator model can generate new Eiffel tower images never seen in the training dataset.

The Basic GAN above is a kind of unsupervised learning, which has been used in massive image synthesis tasks such as face generation [153] [154]. GAN-based generative model can also be applied to supervised tasks [155]. For example, the GAN model has been used in
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![Basic GAN model](image)

**Figure 2.2:** The basic GAN model for image generation. GAN contains a generator and a discriminator. The generator (G) tries to produce the samples as the sample in the distribution of the training set. In contrast, the discriminator (D) tries to classify the real samples and generated samples all the time. During the GAN model training process, G and D are trained simultaneously. And G and D contest with each other in this zero-sum game.

many crossmodal generation problems, especially audio-visual mapping. The authors in [150] present an end-to-end co-speech face generation system based on the temporal GAN including a generator and 2 discriminators. The paper [156] utilized a GAN-based model to reconstruct dynamic lip motion given the speech audio as input. The generator of the lip-synchronization networks used the speech’s Mel spectrogram features as input to generate the images with lip motion. There are two discriminators. One is a pre-trained discriminator model to check if the lip motions in the generated/real videos match the speech audio input. The other discriminator is a standard CNN-based network to check the visual quality of images. The GAN is finally certified that the synthesized lip motions are natural and aligned based on the human-joined evaluation experiments. In the experiments, the subjects mark the videos containing lip motion and speech based on the sync level, visual quality, preference, and overall experience with audio-visual content together.

The GAN-based crossmodal networks are also used on the music-to-dance synthesis task where the input is the music and the output is the dance actions or images. It is a similar task to the speech-to-face or speech-to-lip tasks. This is because the speech audio and digital music have the same format as a time series, and the generated face/lip video or the dance video are all driven by the regional motion information in images. Hence, the motion generation is the crucial point in these kinds of audio-visual tasks. The authors in [151] developed a music-to-dance model based on GAN to generate the dancing motion sequence (not image) conditioned on the music as input. The model creatively used a synthesis-by-analysis learning framework where a whole dance is decomposed towards a series of basic dance units during the analysis phase. The generative model in the framework also learns how to compose a dance aligned with the given speech audio in the synthesis phase. Then, they generated the realistic and beat-matched dances mapping with the speech.

In addition to the popular GAN model, there are also other generative models or crossmodal mapping models. For example, in [157], the authors presented an RNN-based model
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to transfer audio of violin or piano playing to skeletal playing action, including hand movements and upper body movements. MFCC features of speech were extracted as the input, and 2D key points were used for the body actions. Bergmann et al. [158] implemented a Bayesian network to synthesize the iconic gestures. Furthermore, in [159] a co-verbal gesture generation model based on the neural networks and Conditional Random Fields was applied.

2.3.2 Speech-to-gesture generation

Humans expect the social robot to respond with similar manners as humans do during human-robot interaction. Interpersonal communication refers to many types of human behaviors, including verbal behaviors and non-verbal behaviors. The robot also should have these kinds of behaviors with the help of some behavior generation models. Robot verbal behaviors relate to the speech with text and vocalization, which are necessary for a social robot to convey meanings directly. Robot non-verbal behaviors also play an essential role in natural human-robot interaction. The gesture is a crucial component to share the meanings and feelings during non-verbal communication, which may refer to hand action, arm action, head action, and body action.

The gesture can be divided into four types: beat gestures, iconic gestures, metaphorical gestures, and deictic gestures [160]. An iconic gesture represents object attributes, spatial relationships, and actions. For example, you draw a curve to describe a mountain. That gesture is an iconic one to indicate a concrete object during communication. Instead of referring to a concrete thing, the metaphorical gesture is related to the abstract content. For example, you shape your hand with the heart shape and place it on your chest to convey love to others. The deictic gesture (or pointing gesture) often refers to the direction or position of the object described by simultaneous verbal speech. For example, when you start to talk about your audiences, you use the deictic gesture to point towards the people. A beat gesture is a gesture simultaneous with the speech rhythm. That kind of rhythmic gesture cannot convey the semantic information but can emphasize a specific word or sentence for expressive communication. Among four types of gestures, the beat gesture and iconic gesture are often studied when the researchers work on the gesture synthesis [161] [162] [163]. The beat-based gesture generation refers to the simultaneous speech utterance, namely speech-audio-driven gesture generation. The iconic gesture generation is related to verbal speech, namely, speech-text-driven gesture generation. Hence, we will first discuss the related works with three gesture generation methods based on the type of input speech, namely the speech with text, the speech input with audio and the speech input with both.

Speech-driven Gesture Generation with Text

The verbal speech can convey more direct meanings during communication. The gesturing with speech text can make a more expressive communication for an embodied agent. The text-driven gesture generation model learn a mapping from semantic features of speech to gestures. The early work on text-driven gesture generation used the rule-based model to generate the co-speech gestures. For example, the authors in [164] built-up a ruled-based method to correlate the speech text with the hand-crafted gesture. Aly et al. [165] built a generation model with the tool BEAT (Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit) [166] to map a human’s verbal behavior to a corresponding combined robot’s verbal-nonverbal behavior, namely gesture, based on the personality dimensions of the interacting human. However, the BEAT toolkit is a rule-based method and generates repetitive gestures without a random variation. With the development of deep learning, more and more researchers focus on AI-based crossmodal mapping method for text-driven gesture generation. Yoon et al. [167] built
a large-scale co-speech gesture database including speech text and spontaneous 2D human gestures extracted from public videos of Youtube TED talks. The authors proposed an autoencoder model based on the seq2seq model [24] and the generative model used the speech text as the input to generate 2D human gesture sequence. The authors also applied the generated pose and the speech audio synthesized from text to the NAO robot for the participant evaluation experiments. However, as mentioned in their work, the method experienced an unnatural mapping problem where the generated gesture and the speech audio could not be tightly mapped well during the experiments. The synchronization problem is a challenge for all the text-based gesture synthesis model as they do not take the acoustic features of speech into consideration during gesture generation.

For the same text sentence, different people can speak with variable emotional states and speeds, which should correspond to different poses. However, this speech text-based approach can align only one pose pattern with only one speech sentence, which leads to an unnatural and not human-like human-robot interaction. Speech audio-based method can deal with this well in order to generate different pose sequences based on the variable speech expression of speakers.

**Speech-driven Gesture Generation with Audio**

Essentially, the audio-based gesture generation is driven by the prosody of speech input. Audio data is less structured compared with the speech text and thus harder to model in crossmodal mapping task [151]. Hasegawa et al. [168] used the Bi-Directional LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) Network to generate the co-speech gestures. The model processed the speech audio into MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) as the audio representation and also included LSTM regression part for the temporal mapping and a temporal filtering to remove noises of the 3D pose data. Using the same database, Kucherenko et al. [169] proposed an autoencoder-based approach to deal with the alignment between the speech audio and the human pose. One autoencoder network, namely MotiionED, was trained for lower dimensional motion representation and one encoder was trained for the mapping the speech to motion representation obtained in MotionED. In [170], a speech and gesture generation model using the text as input was described. The authors used a Tacotron-based text-to-speech (TTS) model [27] to generate the spontaneous speech utterances given texts as input. The generated speech was fed to a probabilistic model, namely MoGlow [171], to generate the aligned gesture. Essentially, it is a speech-audio-driven gesture generation. The different part is that the paper used the synthesized speech from text instead of natural human speech as input during speaking gesture generation.

Instead of generating the same gesture from one input speech, the authors in [171] built up a probabilistic generative sequence model based on a normalising flow model to produce the style-controllable gesture from speech audio. The controllable style contains the gesture level, speed, symmetry, and spatial extent, leading to an adaptive and natural human-robot interaction. The paper [172] applied a GAN-based model to synthesize the speaking gestures with different styles referring to different persons. The generator of GAN was fed with MFCC features of speech audio to produce the related aligned gesture sequence. The discriminator of GAN tried to ensure that the predicted motion is temporally coherent and in the speaker’s style. This work inspires many crossmodal mapping tasks from audio to visual features.

**Speech-driven Gesture Generation with text and audio**

The authors in [32] came up with a text-driven gesture generation system for a humanoid robot with arms and head. Authors used a WordNet tool to represent the similar words into
the feature space and the similar word embedding was mapped to a similar gesture mode with a probability-based model. The paper also explored a prosody-driven beat gesture generation system, which tried to map the prosodic peaks of the fundamental frequency speech signal to the beat gesture. In other words, if the prosodic peak is detected, the synthesis system will produce a beat gesture in that position with robot hands down and up about 15 centimeters from the current gesture. The prosodic gesture generation also used in the paper [173]. Finally, the two kinds of generated gesture signals were overlaid together for the humanoid robot during HRI. However, in this system, the text-driven gesture and prosody-driven gesture are synthesized independently, which is challenging to get natural and synchronous multimodal HRI.

Differently, Kucherenko et al. [174] built-up an RNN-based model, which can generate beat and iconic gesture together. The model took both acoustic (audio) and semantic (text) representations to synthesize synchronous gestures with joint angle rotations, which can be used for an avatar or humanoid robot. Yoon et al. [31] proposed a gesture synthesis model that took multimodal information with text, audio, and speech identity to produce the human-like gesture. The proposed model can generate human-like gestures mapping with the speech content and speech rhythm by integrating the trimodal features.

2.4 Our Methodology

2.4.1 Problem definition

Speech-driven Gesture Generation: This problem is an one-to-many task by nature to generate the diverse spontaneous gesture sequences \( g^m = [s^m]_{t=1:T} \) with one speech audio \( s = [s_t]_{t=1:T} \) and multiple noises \( n^m \) as inputs. Namely, the research tried to learn a mapping function \( F_{\text{generation}} \), which will maximize the conditional probability \( p(g^m | s) \).

\[
  g^m = F_{\text{generation}}(s, n^m) \tag{2.1}
\]

3D Gesture Retargeting: The objective is to map the generated gestures \( g^m \) with the position \( p(x, y, z) \) in the joint position space towards the robot gestures \( r^m \) with the angle \( a(pitch, roll, yaw) \) in the joint angle space, which can be used on the Pepper robot co-speech gesture controlling directly. The mapping consists in finding a retargeting function \( F_{\text{retargeting}} \):

\[
  r^m = F_{\text{retargeting}}(g^m) \tag{2.2}
\]

2.4.2 Gesture generation model

A speech refers to many natural gestures that humans can conduct during speech. The mapping between speech and gesture sequence is weaker than image-to-image translation, such as semantic segmentation as a rigid one-to-one mapping. However, the traditional crossmodal mapping models (such as RNN) utilize the frame-wise or pixel-wise loss during generative model training, which often suffer the known issue of regression to the mean, which produces overly smooth motion [172]. The adversarial loss of GAN considers whether the whole gesture sequence match with the speech input instead of a frame-wise rigorous mapping. This is the reason why GAN is used in our work.

In order to facilitate the co-speech gestures task, we built a new temporal generative adversarial network (GAN), which contains the generator and the discriminator. In this thesis, the proposed GAN model as shown in Figure 2.3 can produce diverse speech-matching gestures, which can be applied towards the humanoid robot. Our GAN model is named with \( S2GGAN \), namely Speech to (2) Gesture GAN. \( S2GGAN \) model contains a generator and a discriminator. The generator includes one encoder and one decoder and takes the speech
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Figure 2.3: An overview of our GAN model architecture for speech-driven gesture generation. The whole GAN model consists of a generator and a discriminator. The generator contains a temporal encoder and a temporal decoder. The encoder takes the speech audio as input to get the last hidden state as output for the later decoder input. The next decoder is applied to decode the input with the encoder output and a random noise towards the mapping gesture. The discriminator uses the generated gesture (or the ground-truth gesture) and the spontaneous speech audio as input to predict whether the speech and the gesture match with each other.

Generator

The generator consists of an encoder and a decoder and uses the speech audio as input and outputs the spontaneous gesture sequence extracted from YouTube TED videos. As shown in Figure 2.3, the audio signal is divided into overlapping audio clips so that each audio clip is one-to-one correspondence with the gesture frames.

Then, the audio clips should be represented as features with useful information guiding gesture generation. Primarily, researchers use Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), and 1D CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) for speech audio representation [12] [175] [150] [176]. MFCC is a frequency-based feature of audio, which focuses on acoustic prosody, which is training-free. Except for the deeper acoustic features compared to handcrafted MFCC, 1D CNN also can extract the semantic representation to some degree. In this chapter, 1D CNN is used to extract the speech audio representation. 1D CNN can extract the 256 dimensional representation for each audio clip. 1D CNN structure [150] is applied in our encoder network and it is composed of 1D convolution, a batch normalization part, and a ReLU part. The 1D CNN structure is as shown in Figure 2.4. Inspired from [177], the 1D CNN should start with a a large kernel, which can make the low-level feature meaningful. In our work, the first kernel size is 250 and all the followed kernel sizes are 4. We chose leaky
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Figure 2.4: 1D CNN network framework. 1D CNN model input is 8000 frame audio clip and output is 256 dimensional representation. This 1D CNN start with a big kernel, namely 250 and all the followed convolution operations have a small kernel size with 4. Among convolution operations, there are leaky ReLU operation and batch normalization operation. Finally, a full connected layer is used to get the 256 dimensional speech audio representation.[150]

ReLU activation [178] instead of a common ReLU because the latter experiences a dying ReLU problem and the former can overcome this problem during the training. Lastly, these representation results are fed into Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) model [15] to get the 256 dimensional final hidden state as the encoding output of the encoder network.

The decoder network comprises one layer GRU and the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The input of the decoder is the output of the encoder adding the 10 dimensional random noise. As described in [179], the random noise can introduce some natural variability during the audio-visual generation task. We used multiple random noises to generate various kinds of mapping gestures from one speech audio. This can produce various gestures for the robot and can lead to a natural long-life human-robot interaction. The output of the decoder is the spontaneous gesture sequence mapping with the speech audio in the encoder network. Each gesture frame contains 3D positions of 8 joints including the head, the spine shoulder joint, the left shoulder joint, the right shoulder joint, the left elbow joint, the right elbow joint, the left wrist joint, and the right wrist joint.

**Discriminator**

The discriminator works to distinguish whether the gesture sequence is realistic and whether the gesture sequence matches with the speech audio or not. Firstly, the 1D CNN, which is the same with the one in the generator, receives the speech audio divided into the overlapping clips as one of two inputs to get the 256 dimensional representation vectors. Meanwhile, each gesture frame of the real or generated gesture sequence is used as an input to the MLP layer to get 256 dimensional vectors. These vectors concatenate 256 dimensional speech representation vectors each by each respectively to get the 512 dimensional vectors as the input of one layer GRU. The GRU final hidden state is used as input for the MLP layer to distinguish whether the gesture matches with the speech audio.

**Objective function**

The objective function of our $S^2$GGAN contains two parts, namely conditional GAN loss part and $L_1$ loss part. The conditional GAN loss part can be expressed as shown in Equation 2.3. In this equation, $G$ tries to minimize the loss while $D$ tries to maximize it.

$$\mathcal{L}_{cGAN}(G,D) = \mathbb{E}_{s,g}[\log D(s,g)] + \mathbb{E}_{s,z}[\log (1 - D(s,G(s,z)))] \tag{2.3}$$

where $s$ denotes the speech audio, $g$ means the gesture sequence, and $z$ is the random noise.
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Figure 2.5: An overview of the gesture retargeting process. In the joint position \((x,y,z)\) space, there are 8 joints’ 3D positions. The joints are the head (joint 0), the spine shoulder joint (joint 1), the left shoulder joint (joint 2), the right shoulder joint (joint 5), the left elbow joint (joint 3), the right elbow joint (joint 6), the left wrist joint (joint 4), and the right wrist joint (joint 7). Based on the robot kinematics, the 8 angles of the 4 joints are obtained from the 3D positions. The 8 joint angles are the left shoulder pitch, the right shoulder pitch, the left shoulder roll, the right shoulder roll, the left elbow roll, the right elbow roll, the left elbow yaw, and the right elbow yaw. Joint roll rotations take place around the X axis, joint pitch rotations around the Y axis, and joint yaw rotations around the Z axis.

Previous works have found that it is beneficial to add \(L_1\) loss towards the conditional GAN loss in image translation task \([180]\). Moreover, using the GAN loss with limited database is challenging to train GAN model. In our work, the \(L_1\) reconstruction loss is applied to enhance the realistic gesture generation at the frame level (see Equation 2.4).

\[
L_{L_1}(G) = E_{s,z,g} \left[ \| g - G(s,z) \|_1 \right] \quad (2.4)
\]

The final objective of our \(S^2GGAN\) is as shown in Equation 2.5. The hyperparameter \(\lambda\) is empirically set to 100 during \(S^2GGAN\) training, which is used to decide how much contribution \(L_1\) or \(L_{cGAN}\) make for all the loss.

\[
G_{S^2GGAN}^* = \arg\min_G \max_D L_{cGAN}(G,D) + \lambda L_{L_1}(G) \quad (2.5)
\]

2.4.3 Gesture retargeting

Mapping from 3D joint positions \(p(x,y,z)\) to 3D robot joint angles \(a(roll, pitch, yaw)\) is a problem of robot kinematics. There are a lot of works showing how to transfer human pose with 3D positions to robot pose with joint motor angles \([181]\) \([182]\). In our work, we use Pepper robot to present the generated co-speech gesture. The Pepper is a social humanoid robot from SoftBank Robotics. In our work, 8 joint positions are generated, including the head, the spine shoulder joint, the left shoulder joint, the right shoulder joint, the left elbow joint, the right elbow joint, the left wrist joint, and the right wrist joint. Furthermore, 8 joint rotation angles of 4 joints should be obtained from the 3D positions in each gesture frame. These 8 joint angles of the robot upper body gesture can be obtained from the 3D positions of the 8 joints as shown in Figure 2.5.

The definitions and the angle ranges of the 8 joint rotation angles are shown in Figure 2.6 according to the Pepper robot official technique documents \([183]\). In order to make sure that the rotation axes in the left shoulder joint are in the rotation angle space, each unit vector along each positive direction of x axis, y axis, and z axis, respectively should be determined. These three unit vectors are defined as shown in Equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: The definition of the joint rotation angles and their rotation angle ranges in degree. [183]

\[ \vec{x} = \frac{\vec{V}_{0,1} \times \vec{V}_{1,2}}{|\vec{V}_{0,1} \times \vec{V}_{1,2}|} \] (2.6)

\[ \vec{y} = \frac{\vec{V}_{1,2}}{|\vec{V}_{1,2}|} \] (2.7)

\[ \vec{z} = \frac{\vec{x} \times \vec{y}}{|\vec{x} \times \vec{y}|} \] (2.8)

where \( \vec{V}_{m,n} \) is a vector from the position of the joint \( m \) to the position of the joint \( n \) (\( m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 \)). The relation between the joint number and the joint name is as shown in Figure 2.5. In the mechanical structure of the physical Pepper robot, the spine shoulder joint, the left shoulder joint, and the right shoulder joint keep the fixed spatial relationship. In our research, we fix the position spine shoulder joint towards the position of midpoint of the left shoulder joint and the right shoulder joint.

For the left and right shoulder joints, there are 4 joint rotation angles that should be extracted, including the left shoulder roll, the left shoulder roll, the left shoulder pitch, and the right shoulder pitch.

In order to simplify the calculation process, we used the unit vectors of the left shoulder joint rotation axes, namely \( \vec{x}, \vec{y} \) and \( \vec{z} \), for these 4 angles calculation of both the left shoulder and the right shoulder joint. \( LSR \) (Left Shoulder Roll), \( RSR \) (Right Shoulder Roll), \( LSP \) (Left Shoulder Pitch) and \( RSP \) (Right Shoulder Pitch) are calculated as shown in Equations 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, respectively.

\[ LSR = \frac{\pi}{2} - \csc^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{y} \cdot \vec{V}_{5,6}}{|\vec{y}| \cdot |\vec{V}_{5,6}|} \right) \] (2.9)

\[ RSR = \csc^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{y} \cdot \vec{V}_{2,3}}{|\vec{y}| \cdot |\vec{V}_{2,3}|} \right) - \frac{\pi}{2} \] (2.10)

\[ LSP = -\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\vec{V}_{2,3} \cdot \vec{z}}{\vec{V}_{2,3} \cdot \vec{x}} \right) \] (2.11)
\[ RSP = -\tan^{-1}\left( \frac{\mathbf{v}_{5,6} \cdot \mathbf{z}}{\mathbf{V}_{5,6} \cdot \mathbf{x}} \right) \] (2.12)

For the left and right elbow joint rotation angles, their related coordinate axes rotate because of the shoulder joints’ rotation. Relative to the calculation of four elbow rotation angles, only the unit vectors of the x axis should be transferred, including \( \mathbf{x}_{\text{left}} \) and \( \mathbf{x}_{\text{right}} \). The related calculation of the 4 elbow joint rotation angles are shown in the Equations 2.13 - 2.19. Where \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{plane234}} \) is the normal vector of the plane defined by joint 2 (left shoulder), joint 3 (left elbow) and joint 4 (left wrist). \( s(\alpha) \) and \( c(\alpha) \) means the sine and cosine of \( \alpha \) respectively. \( LER, RER, LEY, \) and \( REY \) are the left elbow roll angle, the right elbow roll angle, the left elbow yaw angle and the right elbow yaw angle, respectively.

\[ LER = -\cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\mathbf{V}_{2,3} \cdot \mathbf{V}_{3,4}}{|\mathbf{V}_{2,3}| \cdot |\mathbf{V}_{3,4}|} \right) \] (2.13)

\[ RER = \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\mathbf{V}_{5,6} \cdot \mathbf{V}_{6,7}}{|\mathbf{V}_{5,6}| \cdot |\mathbf{V}_{6,7}|} \right) \] (2.14)

\[ \mathbf{x}_{\text{left}} = \begin{bmatrix} c(LSR) & s(LSR) & 0 \\ -s(LSR) & c(LSR) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \mathbf{x} \] (2.15)

\[ \mathbf{v}_{\text{plane234}} = \frac{\mathbf{V}_{2,3} \times \mathbf{V}_{3,4}}{|\mathbf{V}_{2,3} \times \mathbf{V}_{3,4}|} \] (2.16)

\[ LEY = \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\mathbf{x}_{\text{left}} \cdot \mathbf{v}_{\text{plane234}}}{|\mathbf{x}_{\text{left}}| \cdot |\mathbf{v}_{\text{plane234}}|} \right) - \frac{\pi}{2} \] (2.17)

\[ \mathbf{x}_{\text{right}} = \begin{bmatrix} c(RSR) & s(RSR) & 0 \\ -s(RSR) & c(RSR) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \mathbf{x} \] (2.18)

\[ \mathbf{v}_{\text{plane567}} = \frac{\mathbf{V}_{5,6} \times \mathbf{V}_{6,7}}{|\mathbf{V}_{5,6} \times \mathbf{V}_{6,7}|} \] (2.19)

\[ REY = \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\mathbf{x}_{\text{right}} \cdot \mathbf{v}_{\text{plane567}}}{|\mathbf{x}_{\text{right}}| \cdot |\mathbf{v}_{\text{plane567}}|} \right) - \frac{\pi}{2} \] (2.20)

In addition, after gesture retargeting from generated human gesture to robot gesture, the median filter was used to remove the sudden jittering. The sudden jittering often leads to an unacceptably high rotation speed for the robot joint motor. And then, the Pepper robot will stop to conduct the gesture with a motor speed more than the maximum to protect the joint motors.
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2.5 Experiments and results

2.5.1 Database building

It is tough to build-up a vast audio-visual database with speech and spontaneous gestures. Recently, instead of the hand-crafted database with limited size from the lab, some researchers tried to make full use of the well-made public videos that recorded multimodal audio-visual information naturally, for example, the public Youtube videos. There are many advancements to build the database on a public video collection. Firstly, enough well-recorded videos with clear audio and high-definition images are available online, which makes database building time-saving and money-saving. The video database also grows with time. Oh et al. \[184\] millions of natural Internet/YouTube videos of people speaking for speech-driven face generation task. Yoon et al. \[167\] proposed a solution to build-up a big speech-driven gesture database; they used 52 hours of public YouTube TED videos and related English transcripts. Using OpenPose \[185\], which is a popular Human Pose Estimation (open-source) library, 2D human poses were extracted from videos. Then, they built the 2D speech driven gesture with the speech text and the synchronous 2D pose. Inspired by these works, we built up our own speech-driven database with the speech audios and the spontaneous 3D gestures extracted from YouTube TED videos. The TED speaking scene can be seen in the Figure 2.7 Instead of speech text, we used speech audio in our research as the same speech text can be expressed as various speech audios. Instead of 2D gesture, we achieved 3D gesture from 2D gesture. The whole process of our speech-driven gesture database building is as follows.

(1) Download public TED videos from YouTube through YouTube Data API.

(2) Extract the speech audios from videos downloaded through the FFmpeg library \[186\].

(3) Extract 2D gesture data of eight joints used in our study from YouTube videos through OpenPose library.

(4) Transform the 2D gesture to the 3D gesture of eight joints by 3D – pose – baseline model trained by ourselves.

(5) Based on the rules of clip selection, we divided the data into clips and built the database for speech-driven gesture generation task.

Audio pre-processing

The speech audios are extracted from TED videos through FFmpeg interface, and the obtained audio is stereophonic with the left channel and right channel. However, only mono track is needed for the generative model. During the transformation from stereo audio to mono audio, we applied the mean values of the left channel and right channel as the mono channel audio for the generative model, as shown in Figure 2.8, which method was also used in many other audio-related process tasks, e.g., in \[169\].

The speech audio data and gesture data have different frame rates. The audio frame rate is 44100 Hz, and the gesture frame is 24 Hz (same with the selected videos). In the
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Figure 2.8: The mono audio extraction from the stereo audio. The illustration only visualizes one audio clip with 300 frames as an example.

Figure 2.9: Audio clip cutting and overlapping stride.

strict sense, one gesture frame should correspond to 1837.5 audio frames. However, the generator’s encoder with an RNN network (GRU) is fed with a more extended audio overlapping clip and outputs a single frame at each time step. The overlapping audio clips are cut from the whole audio sample as shown in Figure 2.9. The overlapping clips are used instead of non-overlapping ones because gestures can sometimes lag behind or rush ahead of your speaking contents. For example, when you think considerably during interpersonal communication, your gesture will run faster than your speech. However, when you have well-prepared speaking content, for example, in a public speaking scene, your gesture will lag behind your speech. Hence, each audio clip for each time step of the following GRU network contains two continuous parts, including the past clip and future clip in order. Each audio clip has 8000 audio frames in total. Namely, there are 4000 past audio frames and 4000 future audio frames selected around the time point of the relative gesture frame. Therefore, in order to deal with alignment between the audio clip and the gesture frame, the starting part and the ending part of the whole audio signal are padded with zeros, respectively.

The audio clip stride is around the quotient of the audio frame rate (44100 Hz) divided by the gesture frame rate (24 Hz) to keep the temporal alignment between speech audio clip and gesture frame. Because this quotient (1837.5) is a non-integer, the stride used at each
time step is calculated as the following equations.

\[
 f_{\text{ratio}} = \left\lfloor \frac{f_{\text{audio}}}{f_{\text{gesture}}} \right\rfloor \quad (2.21)
\]

\[
 \text{Stride} (t_s) = \begin{cases} 
 f_{\text{ratio}} + 1, & \text{if } t_s \text{ is even number;} \\
 f_{\text{ratio}} - 1, & \text{if } t_s \text{ is odd number.}
\end{cases} \quad (2.22)
\]

Where, \( f_{\text{ratio}} \) is the floor function of the quotient of the audio frame rate divided by the gesture frame rate. \( t_s \) is the time step of gesture sequence. Stride(\( t_s \)) is the stride at the time step \( t_s \).

2D Gesture extraction

During database building, 2D gesture frames are extracted from the image frames of TED videos through the \textit{OpenPose} interface. \textit{OpenPose} is a popular open pose estimation library that can detect whole-body 2D poses with body, foot, face, and hands, as shown in Figure 2.10. In our work, we only focus on the upper body gesture, and the used eight joints are the head, the spine shoulder joint, the left shoulder joint, the right shoulder joint, the left elbow joint, the right elbow joint, the left wrist joint, and the right wrist joint.

There are 1760 downloaded from the public YouTube TED collections. Considering the synchronization of the speech audio and the gesture in our \( S^2 \text{GGAN} \) model, we only selected the videos with a frame rate of 24 Hz (most of the videos are 24 Hz and few of them are 25 Hz). Then, the extracted pose sequences are cut into pose clips. Not all the detected pose clips can be used for the generative model training. For example, the speaker stands with the back; the audiences are detected in one frame; we cannot detect the whole upper body; there are more than one speakers; the video scene is not with the natural speaking gestures, and so on. The not suitable scenes for the database are as shown in Figure 2.11. During the database building process, we made our rules for the continuous clip selection based on the rules discussed in the paper [167]. Our gesture clip selection rule as follows:

- The eight upper body joints are detected in all frames of the gesture clip.
- The speaker in the selected clip should face the camera.
- The gesture clips are more than 5 seconds.
- The TED speaking scene only contains one speaker.
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Figure 2.11: OpenPose examples with wrong results.

Figure 2.12: OpenPose examples with suitable results.

- No audiences are detected in the selected gesture clips.
- The video scenes is with the natural speaking gestures.
- There should be no still frames where the speaker stays still without the gesture movements.

The gesture clip selection process with these rules is conducted with the automatic programming method and handcrafted method. Even so, the errors are unavoidable, which will be possibly covered by most of the suitable gesture clips during training. The gesture samples selected for database building are as shown in Figure 2.12. Then those selected gesture clips are divided into shorter clips with the same duration. Moreover, only eight joints’ data are chosen for the database.

3D Gesture extraction

Because we need a 3D pose for real robot conducting gesture, the 2D gestures are transferred to 3D gesture through the $3D\text{–}pose\text{–}baseline$ library [187]. $3D\text{–}pose\text{–}baseline$ is a lightweight and effective library doing 2D-to-3D pose estimation, and its code is open for public usage. The pipeline is as shown in Figure 2.13. The pose lifting model based on the neural networks is fed with 2D positions of whole-body joints and outputs the 3D positions. The model processes the pose frame by frame. It runs effectively and fast during training and testing.
However, the original model was trained for the whole body pose data. Our work focuses only on the upper body gesture because the whole body cannot be seen in most YouTube TED videos. Hence, to complete our 2D-to-3D pose estimation task, we trained the 3D—pose—baseline with eight joints data from the Human3.6M dataset [188], which is an open 3D human pose database with 3.6 million human poses and corresponding images. Then, the trained model is used on later 3D pose extraction for our database. The 3D position sequences of wrist joints randomly sampled from the database are visualized as shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. In addition, the median filter (window size = 5) is used on each gesture time series for denoising. Finally, the database for speaking gesture generation contains 5760 samples in total with speech audio clips and 3D gesture clips.

### 2.5.2 Model training

Our audio-gesture database contains 5760 samples, which were divided into 180 batches with the batch size of 32. The training size : validation size : testing size is 135 batches : 15 batches : 30 batches. The time steps of the gesture sequence were fixed to 126 and the time duration is of 5.25 seconds. Standardization operation is completed on the 3D gesture data before inputting $S^2GGAN$ model and batch normalization operation was used in 1D CNN part of $S^2GGAN$, which both can effectively reduce the over fitting during model training based on our tuning experiments. We used Adam [189] as the optimization algorithm where the learning rate is 0.0002, the parameter $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\epsilon$ are 0.5, 0.999, and $10^{-7}$, respectively for both the generator and the discriminator in $S^2GGAN$ model. Our $S^2GGAN$ model is...
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Figure 2.15: 3D position plot of right wrist joint.

completed in TensorFlow 2.0 and the training process with 4086 epochs was done on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU for about 1 week. The discriminator losses (real and generated), generator loss, and $L_1$ loss during the training process are shown in Figure 2.16. The generator and discriminator converge from about 1000 epochs while the $L_1$ loss still keeps declining.

2.5.3 Results

After $S^2GGAN$ training, we can test the model to generate various speech-driven gesture sequences with one speech audio and multiple random noises as inputs. Here, we used two noises to generate two gesture sequences for each speech audio. After gesture generation, the denormalization operation was performed on the synthesized 3D gestures because the gesture data was normalized previously during the training. Then, the robot gesture can be run on the Pepper robot after retargeting from the joint positions to the joint rotation angles. Pepper is a semi-humanoid robot manufactured by SoftBank Robotics. It has flexible arms, which can conduct human-like gestures. The synthesized robot gesture can work on the real Pepper robot or in a simulation environment-Choregraphe. The real Pepper robot and the visual Pepper robot are shown in Figure 2.17. We applied the joint rotation angels to run the virtual Pepper robot in Choregraphe to check the generated speaking gestures. $^1$

The generated gestures based on audio speech were used to make the Pepper robot conduct multimodal behaviors with gesture and speech audio, which makes a social robot more expressive than a robot using only speech during human-robot interaction. One example is shown in Figure 2.18 where the sampling rate is 5 fps (frames per second) and gesture duration is 5 seconds. The related speech text is "I removed my timing chip, and I handed it over to a race official." The generated robot gesture looks expressive. Related video can be seen in Gesture Video Link.

Qualitative evaluation

As any one-to-many generative model, our $S^2GGAN$ is able to generate multiple gesture sequences mapping with one same speech audio and multiple random noises. After pose

$^1$Due to Covid19 and the multiple lockdown and restrictions, we could not use the real robot to run the experiments
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Figure 2.16: GAN losses plot during training.

Figure 2.17: The real Pepper robot in our lab (Left) and virtual Pepper robot in Choregraphe (Right).
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![Generated gestures on the Pepper robot. You can see the video from Link.](image)

retargeting operation on the gesture with positions, the joint rotation angles are obtained, which can be applied to the Pepper robot. We generated samples with trained models of different epochs and then transferred to the robot joint motor angles as shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20, in which green curves, red curves, and yellow curves are relative to the ground truth, the generated gesture with noise 1 and the generated gesture with noise 2, respectively. There are four models used for discussion: the 400th epoch model, the 1060th epoch model, the 2000 epochs model, and the 4080 epoch model. In the GAN training process as shown in Figure 2.16, we can see:

- The model mainly focuses on reducing $L_1$ loss and GAN losses fluctuate up and down near the 400th epoch.
- The model near the 1060 epoch starts convergence based on the GAN loss curves (generator loss and discriminator loss) where GAN losses do not change with time.
- The model has finished the GAN loss training and focuses on the frame-wise $L_1$ loss near the 2000th epoch and 4080th epoch.

Hence, we would like to show what happen in these training phases. From Figure 2.19, we can see that the generated gestures have learned the main gesture curve trend even though the model is only trained for 400 epochs. For the 400th epoch gestures, the noise play an important role in gesture generation (speech audio and noise guide the gesture generation together). It can be noticed that the two noises are relative to two curves with very different broad trends. In this phase, the model mostly work on the frame-wise $L_1$ loss. However, the alignment between the speech and audio is not so rigid compared to other kinds of mapping task. For the results in the 1060th epoch, it has learned the main trend and the gestures of two noises have similar main curve trend.
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Figure 2.19: The samples of the generated speech-driven gestures and the ground truth. There are two models used here. (1) 400th epoch model (2) 1060th epoch model.

During GAN training, if the generator model has converged, it means that the discriminator cannot classify the generated gesture as a fake sample well. Then, during training, the discriminator feedback gets less meaningful over time. If the GAN continues training past the time when the discriminator is providing quite random feedback, then the generator begins to train with junk feedback, and its quality may collapse. To some degree, the models experience the modal collapse in the 2000th epoch and 4080th epoch when the models start to generate the same pose at the later time steps as shown in Figure 2.20. Hence, the model of 1060th epoch is a potential model for the future real-world human-robot interaction with speech and gesture. Its results have two key advancements: (1) The generated gestures can learn the whole gesture pattern or trend well in general. (2) Although the input is the same one speech audio, $S_2GGAN$ can generate two different gesture sequences with two different noises and the two gesture sequences are similar in general but with the random variation to some degree, which can lead to a natural lifelong human-robot interaction instead of a repetitive and boring one.

In addition, because the random noise is added to the initial hidden state $\hat{h}_0$ in the decoder of generator, the joint rotation angles of generated gestures in the first steps are not so stable. However, the situation will be improved with the time steps increasing as shown in LSP (left shoulder pitch) and RSP (right shoulder pitch) sequence of Figure 2.19 2 (a) (1060th epoch, noise 1). The generated gesture data is more smooth because GAN model mostly focus on whether the speech audio and the gesture match with each other. Namely, GAN model pays more attention to the global alignment instead of the frame-level alignment compared with the autoencoder model.

Quantitative evaluation

It is a big challenge to assess the crossmodal mapping with weak or non-strict alignment, just like the speech-to-gesture mapping. Even so, there are some trials on it. In this thesis, we also estimate the generated pose using an Average Position Error (APE) [168] as shown in Equation 2.23, where $T$ is the time steps and is equal to 126; $M$ is the number of testing samples and is equal to 960 (30 batches with batch size 32); $xyz_{\text{real}} (m,t)$ and $xyz_{\text{generated}} (m,t)$
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Figure 2.20: The samples of the generated speech-driven gestures and the ground truth. There are two models used here. (1) 2000th epoch model (2) 4080th epoch model.

Table 2.1: APE with noise 1 and noise 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APE(cm)</th>
<th>Noise 1</th>
<th>Noise 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head (x, y, z)</td>
<td>7.70, 10.79, 14.78</td>
<td>7.86, 10.58, 14.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left shoulder (x, y, z)</td>
<td>4.73, 5.42, 10.76</td>
<td>4.72, 5.25, 10.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left elbow (x, y, z)</td>
<td>17.27, 11.59, 20.98</td>
<td>18.85, 11.56, 21.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left wrist (x, y, z)</td>
<td>27.02, 23.83, 23.54</td>
<td>27.66, 24.60, 23.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right shoulder (x, y, z)</td>
<td>4.73, 5.42, 10.76</td>
<td>4.72, 5.25, 10.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right elbow (x, y, z)</td>
<td>20.67, 11.53, 19.77</td>
<td>20.52, 11.07, 19.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Wrist (x, y, z)</td>
<td>23.78, 24.94, 19.71</td>
<td>24.10, 23.89, 20.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are the the ground truth and prediction of joint position $x$, $y$ or $z$ of sample $m$ at time step $t$, respectively.

$$APE = \frac{1}{M \times T} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{t=1}^{T} |xyz_{\text{real}}(m,t) - xyz_{\text{generated}}(m,t)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

Here, we used the 1060 epoch trained GAN model for speech-driven gesture generation. The related APE results of 7 joints are shown in Table 2.1. Firstly, you can find that the generation with noise 1 and the generation noise 2 had similar results, which certify that the random noise can make the generated gestures have a random variation to a certain extent. Then, the head APE and the shoulder APE are small while the elbow and wrist APE are large. Because the elbow joint and wrist joint at the end of the arm have a large movement space and other joints movements have a limited space in real contexts.

It does not mean better that the generated gestures have a lower APE. After all, APE is a kind of frame-wise error but the speech-to-gesture task is an alignment with weak mapping where one speech can map more than one natural gestures. In addition, the object of the work is to generate one-to-many co-speech gestures for a long-term HRI, which will solves the problem that the frame-wise gesture generation model always generate the same and boring gesture mode for each speech. All in all, in the future, the user experiments with
generated robot gesture should be conducted to assess the effectiveness of the one-to-many co-speech robot gesture generation system during human-robot interaction.

2.6 Summary

When the traditional speech-driven robot gesture generation focused on the rule-base method and one-to-one alignment, we built a GAN-based generative model. Compared to the model based on the frame-wise loss, the generated co-speech gestures with our GAN-based model focuses on the global trend instead of the detail of the gesture sequence to see if the gesture and speech map with each other. The qualitative and quantitative evaluation results showed that our GAN model could generate aligned gestures from speech audio. The results also demonstrated that our one-to-many speaking gesturing generation is an effective architecture where the model taking one speech as input can synthesize multiple mapped gestures as the human does. Instead of the one-to-one mapping to generate repetitive behavior, our one-to-many generative model can obtain a natural human-robot interaction. Our new one-to-many $S^2$GGAN model for speech-driven gesture generation is promising to be used on other similar cross-modal mapping tasks with the time series as the input and the output. In addition, the model provided a solution to the hard problem, which is how to add noise to the time series input of GAN model or VAE model. The process of building the speech-driven gesture database with the speech audio and the spontaneous 3D gestures was also presented. $S^2$GGAN model was trained and tested to generate various speech-driven gestures. Furthermore, the generated gestures with the joint positions were transformed towards robot gestures with the joint rotation angles, which were applied on the Pepper robot. Lastly the generated gestures were qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated.

During $S^2$GGAN testing part, the speech-driven gesture sequences mapping with the speech audio were generated. The synthesized co-speech gesture assessment with a quantitative evaluation is still a big challenge because the alignment between the speech and gesture is not so strict. The future work should focus on the real-world human-robot interaction experiments with human in the loop. With the help of the participant validation, we can evaluate the naturalness of the generated gestures.

2.7 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions in this chapter are as follows:

(1) An audio-visual database from the public YouTube TED video collection was built-up. The link to these videos is the following: https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDtalksDirector/videos. The database includes the speech audio data extracted directly from the videos and the associated 3D human pose data extracted from 2D RGB images with the help of OpenPose interface and 3D–pose–baseline library.

(2) A new temporal GAN framework of the cross-modal generation is proposed for the alignment between the human-like gestures and the speech. Moreover, our model can use one speech audio (with multiple noises) to generate multiple human-like 3D gesture series, which can lead to a natural instead of boring and repeated human-robot interaction. The model solves the problem of how to add the noise for the generative model with time series source as the input because the temporal noise sequence is hard to generate for temporal GAN. In our generator of GAN, the audio speech as a kind of the time sequence input is represented by the encoder part as a vector, which contains all temporal information of the audio speech. Then the decoder of the generator takes the audio representation and the noise directly to generate the synchronous gesture sequence.
(3) The generated gestures given the speech audio are applied to Pepper robot after 3D pose retargeting processing from the generated 3D pose to the Pepper robot pose, which certifies that the generated gesture can be used in real setups.

In total, compared with traditional one-to-one mapping models from time series (for example the speech text and the speech audio) to time series (for example the action and the video), we came up with a new one-to-many solution for speech-driven gesture generation, which is promising. As the noise of the conditional GAN model with time series as input is hard to be added towards the generator part [150], our GAN model can overcame this problem.

This work has been published at [190].
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Speaking robot face action synthesis

3.1 Overview

The natural co-speech facial action as a kind of non-verbal behavior plays an essential role in human communication, which also leads to a natural and friendly human-robot interaction. Compared to other types of non-verbal behaviors, the facial actions are more expressive and effective to show emotion and attention during interpersonal communication and human-robot interaction. However, a lot of previous works for robot speech-based behaviour generation are ruled-based or handcrafted methods, which are time-consuming and with limited synchronization level between the speech and the facial action. Based on the Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) model, in this chapter, we developed an effective speech-driven facial action synthesizer, i.e., given an acoustic speech, a synchronous and realistic 3D facial action sequence is generated. In addition, a mapping between the 3D human facial actions to a real robot facial actions that regulate Zeno robot facial expressions is also completed.

3.2 Introduction

Recently, non-verbal behavior generation has drawn more and more attention of researchers from many research areas including computing animation and robotics [191] [192] [193]. Non-verbal behaviors including gaze, gestures, and facial actions can assist the verbal expressions to convey clearer meanings in contrast to speech-only communication and intention. It also can help building trust during a real or virtual communication [194]. The co-speech facial action as a non-verbal behavior plays a significant role in human-human communication as they can express rich meanings including the emotion information in the whole facial expression and the verbal content information in the lip or mouth action [132]. In order to make a natural and friendly human-robot interaction, it is necessary to endow a social robot with synchronous and realistic facial actions. However, it is very challenging to generate aligned facial actions mapping with speech in long-term human-robot interaction. Most of the previous researches used the handcrafted or rule-based approaches [39] for offline facial action generation based on speech. These methods are time-consuming and have a limited continuity level of the successive facial actions.

With the development of deep learning technology, more and more generative models for the time series generation were developed, for example, autoencoder model, seq2seq model, the model with the normalizing flows, and GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks) model [195]. Researchers have explored many areas with a generative model for time series generation, for example, music generation [196], human social trajectories generation [197], and gesture generation [191]. These methods also can be used for expressive co-speech facial action generation and simplify the robot facial action generation process, which is a kind of cross-modal mapping task. The trained generative model for facial action synthesis can be used in real-time and long-term human-robot interaction for a social robot.
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Figure 3.1: The pipeline of robot face action generation from speech.
The facial action synthesizer based on the temporal GAN model takes the acoustic speech as input and outputs the aligned human 3D facial actions. The robot facial actions with control signals of robot facial motors are obtained from the human 3D face action during the facial action retargeting part. These motor control signals can be applied to Zeno robot face during human-robot interaction.

In this chapter, we built-up a temporal GAN framework for cross-modal mapping task, which can be applied to generate realistic facial action aligned with the speech audio in a real-time human-robot interaction environment. The basic GAN model is hard to train for cross-modal mapping tasks. Speech-to-facial action generation is not a strict mapping task where humans can conduct many possible natural and simultaneous facial action modes for the same speech, for example, in different emotional states, which makes the GAN more challenging to train towards convergence. To tackle this problem, we built our temporal GAN architecture based on $WGAN - GP$ (Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Networks-Gradient Penalty) [198] model and introduced the $L_1$ loss in the generator loss function inspired by the $pix2pix$ model [180].

The human face has more than 40 muscles, controlled for facial actions while speaking. However, it is challenging to equip the face of a robot with such a significant number of actuators in order to express rich facial actions. Our research used the Zeno robot, a small humanoid with an expressive face for human-robot interaction, especially used for diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). It has nine motors in its head, two motors for head movement, and seven motors for facial action control. Hence, in this chapter, we completed the facial action retargeting task from 3D human facial landmarks to the robot facial action with related motor control signals. The pipeline of robot facial action generation is as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3 State of the Art

3.3.1 Generative Model

Generative models, including the model based on Naive Bayes [195], Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [195], Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [195], and the model based on the normalizing flows technology [199], have been of high interest to researchers on the image generation tasks and time-series data generation tasks. Habibie et al. [193] proposed a recurrent variational autoencoder model to produce human motions given some control signals, which can be applied for the sequence prediction task. In the paper [180], Isola et al. built an image-to-image translation network based on the conditional GAN model for image generation where the generation loss function also took the $L_1$ distance into consideration in order to obtain better generation results and to simplify the training process of GAN model. Heter et al. [200] came up with a probabilistic and controllable model for motion synthesis using normalising flows technology. The generative architecture as a probabilistic model
can achieve a one-to-many mapping given multiple control signals, namely style-controllable generation.

### 3.3.2 Facial Image or Animation Generation

Co-speech video or animation generation with facial action is not a new research topic, which has been explored for decades [201] [202]. The paper [142] built a crossmodal mapping model that inputs the speech text with semantic information and speech audio with rhythmic features and outputs the videos with talking faces. Vougioukas et al. [192] built a temporal GAN model for speech-driven face animation generation. The GAN model used one static image and one speech audio as input and outputted realistic aligned image sequences with the face. In order to improve the randomness of the generated face image sequence, the generative architecture contained a noise generator to produce the noise time series, which was added, respectively to the representation information of each overlapped audio clips in the face generator model of GAN. The generator loss function also considered the $L_1$ reconstruction loss except for the basic GAN loss, which can improve the generation results. In the paper [203], Zhou et al. built up an LSTM-based expressive face animation generation model with a self-attention encoder. The model took one unseen speech audio and one static speaker image as inputs. With the help of the disentangled learning skills in the model, the model can achieve disentanglement of content and style in audio. The model can generate different talking animations with the same speaker style as the one in the input of the static image. Namely, it is speaker-aware speaking head animation generation.

Both methods above produce the co-speech face or head image sequence. Other researchers focused on the face key points (landmarks) position generation used to control the virtual face avatar in a simulation environment. Sadoughi et al. [204] proposed a conditional sequential GAN (CSG) model to generate the talking lip actions. The model used the spectral and emotional speech features as conditional input of the generator of GAN to synthesize emotion-aware lips action with key point coordinates, which were utilized to regulate the virtual face. Abdelazi et al. [205] described a new co-speech facial movement generation structure that can be exploited for the animated face on smart mobile phones. The model jointly used audiovisual information, including the speech audio and one static face image as input to synthesize the aligned 3D facial action. However, these facial action generation models were only applied in the animation situations and still not explore whether it is effective and whether it can make a difference in the real humanoid robot with face actuated skin.

### 3.3.3 Robot Facial Action Generation from Speech

Multimodal robot behaviors with speech, co-speech gestures, and facial actions are essential in a natural and friendly human-robot interaction. Particularly, the co-speech facial action generation is an active research area as the facial actions convey more emotional information and speech content information than gestures. Aly et al. [132] built up a multimodal robot behavior synthesis system used on an expressive robot ALICE, in order to imitate natural multimodal human-human interaction. The system can generate speech-related gestures and co-speech facial expressions, which led to an effective narrative human-robot interaction. However, the robot facial action generation method is rule-based. The generated facial action sequences have a limited continuity level in the temporal domain. In the paper [206], the laughter-driven facial motions were generated for a female android robot with face skin. However, the robot facial action generation was rule-based with limited facial action patterns. Therefore, it is challenging to generate facial actions in real-time and long-term human-robot interaction.
3.3.4 Face robot platform

The robot face with robotic skin plays a vital role in natural human-robot interaction. Humans always convey the emotional state through facial expression during interpersonal communication. There are more and more human-like robots developed with artificial facial skin, such as the robot Geminoid HI, the robot Sophia, the robot ibuki, and the Robot Zeno used in this chapter, as shown in Figure 3.2. These robots with silicon skin on their faces have high-level anthropomorphism and can conduct basic speech-driven face actions or expressions. However, it is still a big challenge to express complex facial action like human beings because the robot has limited face motors to control the facial movement compared with more than 40 face muscles for facial expression. Hence, there are still many works that should be done to improve the face robot platforms.

3.4 Methodology

3.4.1 Problem definition

**Speech-driven Facial Action Generation:** It is a crossmodal translation task with time series both as input and output. Given one speech audio \( S^m = [s^m_t]_{t=1:T} \) as input, the model attempts to produce one 3D facial action sequence \( A^m = [A^m_t]_{t=1:T'} \). Namely, the generative model tries to learn a relation function \( F_{mapping} \) to maximize the conditional probability \( P(A^m|S^m) \) to generate the natural and aligned facial action sequence. Here, \( T \) and \( T' \) are time steps of the speech audio as input and the facial action sequence as output, respectively, and they are different from each other because the digital speech audio and the facial action sequence have different sampling rates. \( m \) in the model means \( m^{th} \) mapping task.

\[
A^m = F_{map} (S^m) \tag{3.1}
\]

**Facial Action Retargeting:** The problem is to map the human facial actions \( A^m \) with the 3D positions of the face key points to the robot facial action sequence \( C^m = [c^m_t]_{t=1:T'} \) with the face motors’ control signals. The mapping task for face action retargeting consists in getting a function that finds the relation between human facial action and robot facial action. The final function can make the appearance of human facial and the appearance of robot face as similar as possible at each time step.

\[
C^m = F_{retarget} (A^m) \tag{3.2}
\]

3.4.2 Face action generation from speech

This section describes our novel proposed facial action synthesizer from speech with temporal GAN. The speech-to-face-action GAN (S2FGAN) architecture is shown in Figure 3.3. S2FGAN model is made of a generator and a discriminator. The generator with a sequence
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Figure 3.3: The $S^2FGAN$ architecture. The model has a generator and a discriminator. The generator takes the spectral features of speech as input and outputs the synchronous 3D facial action data. The discriminator with the speech audio and generated/real facial action sequence as inputs try to classify whether the speech and the facial action sequence align in the temporal domain.

The model takes the temporal representation of speech audio as input and outputs the mapping gesture. The discriminator is employed to differ whether the speech and the facial action match with each other.

The generator comprises two layers of GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) and MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) layer. Firstly, Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) as audio representation are extracted from the overlapped audio clips. The MFCC feature sequence is input in the batch normalization layer following two layers GRU of the generator. The following MLP layer takes the latent representation of the former GRU layer to generate the synchronous 3D facial action sequence mapping with the speech audio. Each frame of the facial action sequence contains 3D positions of 68 face landmarks. The discriminator works to distinguish whether the facial action sequence and the speech audio match with each other. The audio clip representations and the facial action sequence are input to two MLP layers and decode to 100-dimensional features and 50-dimensional features each time step, respectively.

The loss function of our $S^2FGAN$ model comprises two parts, namely $L_1$ loss part and the standard conditional GAN loss part, actually the Wasserstein loss and the gradient penalty used in WGAN-GP model.

Basic GAN model often experiences the training instability problem. The Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) model makes a more stable training than basic GANs [207]. WGAN can also produce samples with low quality and suffer from convergence problems during the training process. WGAN introduces a weight clipping skill to enforce a Lipschitz constraint on the discriminator (namely, the critic named in WGAN) to address these problems, which also can result in gradient explosion/vanishing without careful tuning of the weight clipping parameter. In WGAN-GP [198], the authors proposed an alternative skill to the weight clipping, namely, adding the gradient penalty to the discriminator loss, which led to a more stable
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training process. The WGAN-GP loss contains the generator loss $\mathcal{L}_G$ and the discriminator loss $\mathcal{L}_D$, as shown in Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4, respectively. Where, $S^m$ is the speech audio input; $A^m$ is the ground truth face actions aligned with the speech $S^m$; the sample $A^n$ from the sampling uniformly along straight lines between pairs of points sampled from the data distribution of real facial action sequences and the generator distribution.

$$\mathcal{L}_G = -\mathbb{E}_{S^m} [D(S^m, G(S^m))] \quad (3.3)$$

$$\mathcal{L}_D = \mathbb{E}_{S^m} [D(S^m, G(S^m))] - \mathbb{E}_{S^m, A^m} [D(S^m, A^m)] + \lambda \mathbb{E}_{A^n} [(\|\nabla A^n D(A^n)\|_2 - 1)^2] \quad (3.4)$$

Inspired by the pix2pix model [180], we introduced a $L_1$ reconstruction loss to improve the realistic co-speech facial action generation. The $L_1$ loss is pixel-wise in the image translation task with pix2pix model, while we used the frame-wise $L_1$ loss for the facial action sequence, as shown in the Equation 3.5. The final discriminator loss keeps same and the $L_1$ loss is added to the generator loss to get the final generator loss $\mathcal{L}_G^{all}$ as shown in Equation 3.6. Where, $\lambda$ is an empirical hyperparameter during S2FGAN model training, which is to balance how much contribution $\mathcal{L}_{L1}$ or $\mathcal{L}_G$ make for all the loss.

$$\mathcal{L}_{L1}(G) = \mathbb{E}_{S^m, A^m} [\|A^m - G(S^m)\|_1] \quad (3.5)$$

$$\mathcal{L}_G^{all} = \mathcal{L}_G + \lambda \mathcal{L}_{L1}(G) \quad (3.6)$$

3.4.3 Robot face action mapping

Some previous works try to use a few face motors with limited degrees of freedom to code face actions or expressions on the robot face [208]. Our facial action retargeting task consists in mapping human facial action to robot facial action. The mapping objective is to approximate the human face appearance with a limited number of robot face actuators. In this chapter, we use a Zeno robot to present the synchronous generated facial action sequence with the speech audio. There are nine motors used for the robot head, two motors controlling the robot head pitch and head yaw, two motors controlling the left eye and the right eye turns and five motors for skin-based face appearance regulation. Our research focuses on facial expression, so Zeno’s five face motors are used during the retargeting task. The five motors and related functions for facial expression are as follows:

- The frown motor: to control the robot facial skin areas of the left eyebrow, the right eyebrow, and the forehead for the frown motion.
- The open eye motor: to regulate the robot left and right eyelids open and close for the eye blink action.
- The motors of left and right mouth corners: to control the smile motion of the left and right mouth corners.
- The mouth motor: to adjust the mouth opening and closing actions.

Each motor’s control signal of Zeno robot is a continuous value ranging from 0 to 1. The retargeting process from human facial action to robot facial action is as shown in Figure 3.4. The human facial action includes 3D positions of 68 landmarks, and five motors of Zeno with skin regulate the robot’s facial expression.

We name the distance between the 38th landmark and the 42nd landmark as $h_{1r}$, the 39th landmark and the 41st landmark as $h_{2r}$. The right eye wide $y_{kr}$ is the distance between the 37th
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Figure 3.4: Facial action retargeting overview. The human face contains 68 human landmarks in each frame. The robot face has five motors controlling the eye, the forehead, the mouth, and left/right mouth corner for smile landmark and the 40th landmark, which is used to normalize the the open degree of the eye as different persons have the different eye sizes. Apply the same rule for the left eye to get the \( h_{1l}, h_{2l} \) and \( y_{kl} \). Because Zeno has only one motor to control two eyelids, we calculate the average for the two eyes. Then, we can get the scale for eyelid motor as shown in Equation 3.7.

\[
S_{\text{eye}} = \frac{h_{1l} + h_{2l}}{2} \cdot \frac{y_{kl} + y_{kr}}{2} \tag{3.7}
\]

To obtain the eyebrows motor scale, we need to calculate the distance between the midpoint of the 22nd landmark and the 23rd landmark and the 28th landmark, \( h_{\text{brow}} \). So, the scale for eyebrows as shown in Equation 3.8. Here, we divide \((y_{kl} + y_{kr}) / 2\) is to reduce the influence of different face sizes of people on the results of the mapping task from 3D facial action to robot motor action.

\[
S_{\text{brow}} = \frac{h_{\text{brow}}}{\left(\frac{y_{kl} + y_{kr}}{2}\right)} \tag{3.8}
\]

The scale for mouth motor can be obtained as shown in Equation 3.9. Here, \( h_{\text{mouth}} \) is the distance between the midpoint of the 52nd landmark and the 63rd landmark and the midpoint of the 67th landmark and the 58th landmark.

\[
S_{\text{mouth}} = \frac{h_{\text{mouth}}}{\left(\frac{y_{kl} + y_{kr}}{2}\right)} \tag{3.9}
\]

The scales of two motors controlling the left and right corners of the mouth can be obtain from Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11. The \( d_l \) is the distance between the landmark 55th and the foot of the perpendicular through the landmark 31st. Similarly, the \( d_r \) is the distance between the landmark 49th and the foot of the perpendicular through the landmark 31st. And \( d_l \) and \( d_r \) can be calculated based on the law of cosines.

\[
S_{\text{smile}_l} = \frac{d_l}{\left(\frac{y_{kl} + y_{kr}}{2}\right)} \tag{3.10}
\]

\[
S_{\text{smile}_r} = \frac{d_r}{\left(\frac{y_{kl} + y_{kr}}{2}\right)} \tag{3.11}
\]

Since robot motor control signals in Zeno system range from 0 to 1, normalization operation for the scales should be done as shown in Equation 3.12. That is to say, find the maximum and minimum of every scale which are applied to get the final control signal of face motors. Where, \( s \in \{ S_{\text{eye}}, S_{\text{brow}}, S_{\text{mouth}}, S_{\text{smile}_l}, S_{\text{smile}_r} \} \). When selecting the maximum and the minimum, we also remove some noise data, such as few strange points that are very
big or very small and far away from the data distribution. If we do not remove those noise points, we will get the wrong maximum and minimum values from the data samples, which will lead to the mapped robot motor signal far smaller or bigger than the real one.

\[
\text{norm}(s) = \frac{s - s_{\text{min}}}{s_{\text{max}} - s_{\text{min}}}
\]  

(3.12)

3.5 Database and preprocessing

3.5.1 Database

In this chapter, we used the open database-Biwi 3D Audiovisual Corpus of Affective Communication dataset [209], which was developed at ETH Zurich. The corpus contains 1109 sentences uttered by 14 native English speakers, including six males and eight females, aged between 21 and 53 (average age of 33.5). A real-time 3D scanner and a professional microphone were utilized to obtain the speakers’ facial action and synchronous speech audio during the data recording process. The data recording scene is shown in Figure 3.5(a) The dense dynamic face scans were obtained with a sampling rate of 25 frames per second. The related face data can be seen in Figure 3.5(b) and the 3D face data include the basic face 3D reconstruction, the corresponding colorful texture mapped on 3D reconstruction, and the dense 3D face. Moreover, the RMS error in the 3D reconstruction is about 0.5 mm, which is good enough for our facial action generation task. For the dataset development, the participants imitate the forty short English sentences extracted from film clips. For each sentence, the subject should speak two times, one with a neutral state and one with an emotional state, which is the same as the film clip’s emotion. One sample with speech phonological representation and 3D face is as shown in Figure 3.5(c). In this chapter, the speech audio contains intrinsically emotional information, so we did not take the emotion label into consideration for co-speech facial action generation task. Namely, the work in this part only models the crossmodal mapping between the prosody-based speech and the face action.
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3.5.2 Pre-processing

The pre-processing step includes speech audio spectral feature extraction with MFCC [210], 3D face landmarks extraction from face images in the database library, and how to align the speech and facial action in the temporal domain and so on. The database is small and not enough to train the 1D CNN with massive parameters. MFCC is a rule-based method and has a good performance on prosody-based phonological feature extraction. Hence, instead of 1D CNN for speech audio representation, the MFCC feature is used. The 3D face action is based on the RGB face image and the relative texture image. Firstly the 2D face landmarks are detected from the RGB image. Then 3D face action can be extracted from the 2D face action with the help of the texture information. This thesis does not use the 2D face action directly because the 3D face action leads to a more precise robot face controlling in the later robot face mapping task. Then, the necessary face key points were selected that will be used in robot face retargeting task. Lastly, the median filtering and standardization processing were applied on the 3D face action.

Alignment between Speech and Facial Action Sequence

In this chapter, we used the same time size for each speech audio to simply the training process. From the distribution of audio length as shown in Figure 3.6, we know that most audios are longer than 2.5 seconds. There are 1096 files in our database, of which 1095 are longer than 1 second, 1072 are longer than 2 seconds, 926 are longer than 3 seconds, 645 are longer than 4 seconds. The speech audios of short duration cannot contain the enough whole prosody-based features. Hence, we chose 3 seconds as the time size for S2FGAN training to use as many samples as possible. The audios longer than 3 seconds were cut into 3 seconds, and the samples with audio size shorter than 3 seconds were deleted from the database. Meanwhile, the sampling rate of the face image is 25 fps. In addition, we also deleted some samples whose audio size was more than 3 seconds but face images less than 3 seconds. Finally, 788 samples are got from the original dataset for S2FGAN training.

Because the speech audio and facial action series have different sampling rates, namely 44100 Hz for audio and 25 fps for facial action, the whole speech audio was divided into audio clips to align the facial action and audio in the temporal domain. Namely, one frame corresponds to 1764 audio frames. Considering the facial action time series's temporal dependence, we used the overlapped audio clips with 3528 audio frames centered on the related facial action frame, and the stride of the overlapped audio clips was 1764.
Speech Audio Feature Extraction

MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) is often used for acoustic speech representation in speech recognition and other related speech audio tasks. MFCC feature of speech audio is the one in the frequency domain using the Mel scale based on the human ear scale. MFCC, as frequency domain features, has been certified as an effective speech representation in the past research [211]. So, we used the MFCC as the overlapped audio clips from the whole speech audio in this chapter. The related MFCC processing pipeline is shown in Figure 3.7. The process contains four steps:

- Pre-emphasis, frame blocking & widowing: Pre-emphasis processing is a filter that emphasizes the higher frequencies. The transfer function is shown in Equation 3.13, where $a$ is used to control the slope of the filter. The frame blocking process is to cut the audio into short clips across which the speech signal is assumed to be stationary. The windowing processing can use the Hanning or Hamming windows [212] to enhance the harmonics, smooth the edges, and reduce the edge effect while taking the FFT on the signal.

$$H(z) = 1 - a \cdot z^{-1}$$ (3.13)

- Fast Fourier transfer (FFT): Each window frames (audio clip) was transferred to the magnitude spectrum.

- Mel-filter bank: The magnitude spectrum above is fed to a set of band-pass filters known as a mel-filter bank. A mel refers to a frequency that human ears can perceive to physical frequency because the human auditory system does not sense the physical frequency of the tone linearly. The approximate mel can be obtained from the physical frequency $f$ as shown in Equation 3.14.

$$f_{mel} = 2595 \log_{10} \left(1 + \frac{f}{700}\right)$$ (3.14)

- Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): DCT is used to extract the MFCC features.

The MFCC processing used 25 milliseconds as the length of the analysis window, 10 milliseconds as the step between successive windows, 26 as the number of filters in the filter bank, 13 as the number of cepstrum, and 512 as fast Fourier transform (FFT) size. The input audio sequence of MFCC is a 1D series with a length of 3528. Each audio clip corresponding to one face frame extracted an MFCC feature with size $7 \times 13$ as shown in Figure 3.8.

3D Face Landmarks Detection

To get the 3D face landmarks, we first got the 2D face landmarks from the 2D face image frame by frame based on the Dlib library. Dlib is an open programming toolkit with machine learning algorithms and tools for building up complex software to resolve real-world problems. It has been used widely in industry and academic research. Here we used the Dlib image processing interface [213] to detect 68 2D face landmarks. The pre-trained face landmark detector inside the Dlib library can extract the location of the 68 face landmarks $(x, y)$-coordinates that map to face structures on the face, as shown in Figure 3.9. The clear indexes of the 68 coordinates can be seen in Figure 3.4.

In our case, the triangle mesh texture recorded in the database is the corresponding RGB file. Firstly, we have detected 2D face landmarks located in the RGB face image. The detected landmark location is the same as the landmark location in the texture image. The relation between texture image and 3D mesh can be learned from the depth image. Then
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Figure 3.7: MFCC processing pipeline. Four steps: (1) Pre-emphasis, frame blocking & widowing. (2) Fast Fourier transfer (FFT). (3) Mel-filter bank. (4) Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).

Figure 3.8: The MFCC feature of one speech audio clip with a length of 3528. Then each MFCC feature extracted from each audio clip will be flatten as the input of each GRU cell in Generator.
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Figure 3.9: The face key point detection results of 4 examples with Dlib face detection interface. The interface can detect 68 key points from the face image.

from the 2D position, we can directly extract the 3D positions of the 68 landmarks. As shown in Figure 3.10(a), the 68 3D facial key points are plotted in 3D coordinate system. The face looks weird because of the 3D object projection. We also use the 3D Open3D [214] to visualize the 3D face key points clearly. Then the extracted 3D face action sequence is proceeded with the median filter (window size: 5) to remove the noise introduced during 2D face action extraction 3.11. The final goal of the task is to generate the speaking robot face action, which can be used to control the robot’s facial expression. On the Zeno robot, five motors can be used for robot face expression control. As discussed in the robot face retargeting part, 22 3D face key points were used for five robot face motors’ control. The redundant 3D face action will mislead the generative model towards convergence and leads to unnecessary computing consumption. Hence, during database building for generative model training, we only selected the 3D position data of those 22 key points instead of 68 ones. Finally, the standardization processing was applied to re-scale features of 3D face action,

Figure 3.10: The 68 3D face key points extracted from 2D key points.
3.6 Experiments and results

3.6.1 Model training

The conditional GAN $pix_2pix$ model with $L_1$ loss explored multiple cross-modal translation tasks with the small dataset with 400 images or less, and it got the receivable testing results finally [180]. Like the $pix_2pix$ model, our speech-face database for $S2FGAN$ training contains 788 samples (600 samples for training, 90 samples for validation, and 98 for testing) with the speech audios and the 3D facial action sequences. During the training, the batch size is 30, and the time steps of 3D facial action are 75 as the audio time size was fixed to 3 seconds during the $S2FGAN$ training. The Standardization operation was employed on the 3D facial action data before inputting the $S2FGAN$ model, and batch normalization procedure was applied in the generator of $S2FGAN$, which both can effectively reduce the overfitting problem during model training based on the tuning experiments. We did not use the batch normalization layer in discriminator because the layer can lead to a convergence failure during WGAN training [198]. Both generator and discriminator of $S2FGAN$ model used the Adam algorithm [189] for optimization during training with the learning rate = 0.0002, the parameter $\beta_1 = 0.5$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$, and $\epsilon = 10^{-7}$. Moreover, the dropout setting of GRU is 0.1. The number of discriminator iterations per generator iteration is five during training. The model is developed with Tensorflow 2.3, and the training with 10000 epochs was done on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU for about 35 hours. In different training epochs, the trained models can generate the 3D face action with various performances, as shown in Figure 3.12. In the figure, we used the mouth motor signal controlling lip motion to check the models’ ability because the lip motion is most relevant to a speech during speaking than other facial unit motions. We can see that the model performance becomes better with the epochs increasing. The 1000th model still cannot learn the trend of the curve. The 4000th model has learned the main pattern of face action. Furthermore, the 8000th model starts to know the details of the curve. The 10000th model can get the face action trend in general and has learned a more detailed mode. Hence, we used the 10000th epoch model as the final one to explore the effectiveness of speech-driven robot face action through the user assessment experiments.
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3.6.2 Qualitative evaluation

During the testing part, the speech-driven 3D facial action sequences were generated using the trained S2FGAN model. Then, the generated facial actions were transferred to the control signals of the robot face motors. The following median filtering is used to smooth the robot motor signal, which can protect the robot motors from the harm of a sudden big rotational speed. Then the filtered robot motor control signals finally were presented on the Zeno robot facial actions with the aligned speech audios.

Applying the generated co-speech robot facial action to Zeno robot, we recorded some videos with the speech audio and the synchronous facial action, and some frames in a generated co-speech robot facial action sequence are as shown in Figure 3.13. The related speech text is *Oh, Mr. Bennet! How can you ease me?*. The sampling frame is 5 Hz. Each sample of three seconds has 15 frames. The number label is the figure is the frame number. For example, the f1 indicates the first frame.

From Figure 3.13, we can see that the Zeno face driven by the generated robot facial action has noticeable movement in the mouth area and the eye area. The forehead area has limited change as the human forehead’s noticeable movement often happens in intensely emotional expression instead of the common human co-speech facial actions. Besides, the subjects’ forehead mostly remains still during the speech as present in the database.

3.6.3 Quantitative evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of speech-driven facial action or gesture is challenging [168] as the mapping between speech and facial action (or gesture) sequence is a weaker correlation than the image-to-image translation in pix2pix, which is a rigid one-to-one mapping. And the lip motion has a stronger relationship with the prosody-based features of the human speech utterance than the actions of other facial units, such as the eye blink, the frown, and smile. In this chapter, we explored the quantitative evaluation for the generated speech-driven facial action sequence with an Average Position Error (APE) [168] as shown in Equation 3.15, where $T$ is the time steps of the robot facial action, equal to 75; $S$ is the number of testing...
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Figure 3.13: The generated facial action and ground truth on the robot Zeno in one example. The speech text of this example is "Oh, Mr. Bennet! How can you tease me so?". Fifteen frames were sampled from each face action series of three seconds. The sampling frame is 5 Hz. The number in the figure is to show the number of the sampled frames. The video of the ground truth can be seen from the Link and the generated face action video can be accessed from the Link.
Table 3.1: The APE of five face motors in four different epochs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APE (0-1)</th>
<th>Eye</th>
<th>Frown</th>
<th>Mouth</th>
<th>Left mouth corner</th>
<th>Right mouth corner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epoch 1000</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoch 4000</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoch 8000</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoch 10000</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

samples, equal to 98; \( f_{\text{real}}(s,t) \) and \( f_{\text{generated}}(s,t) \) are the real robot facial motor control signal action and the generated one of sample \( s \) at time step \( t \), respectively.

\[
APE = \frac{1}{S \times T} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{t=1}^{T} |f_{\text{real}}(s,t) - f_{\text{generated}}(s,t)|
\]  

(3.15)

The APE validation results are shown in Table 3.1. In any epoch, the eye motor has the biggest APE as the degree of the eye opening has a weak correlation with speech and the action is mostly random in human speech. We have known that the lip motion relative to the robot mouth motor has a strong correlation with speech. And from Table 3.1, we can see that the APE of the mouth opening motor becomes smaller with training epochs increasing. The result looks like it still has some space to improve. However, it is receivable to model the robot speaking behavior with a limited database for this kind of one-to-many mapping task with weak correlation where different aligned face actions from different speakers can map similar speech audio. And APE is a good assessment method for pixel-wise or frame-wise mapping tasks. It is still a challenge to work well on the speaking robot face action synthesis task. Hence, we will validate the generated robot facial action with user experiments in a later discussion.

3.6.4 Human evaluation

Human evaluation is an appropriate way to assess the speaking face action generation. Hence, we made many videos with robot face action and spontaneous speech audio and then asked participants to watch the videos to validate whether the generated robot facial action is synchronous with the speech, if the facial action is friendly, if the face action is human-like, and whether they can recognize the generated face action and the ground truth.

At first, we randomly selected 15 samples from 98 generated speaking robot face sequences. Thereafter, we used these samples and the related ground truth to make 30 videos with robot face action and spontaneous speech audio for each instance. The videos were uploaded on YouTube in a random order, where we cannot know if the video is with a generated face or a ground truth. Finally, the questionnaire was made through Google Forms as an online survey, as shown in Figure 3.14. That allowed participants worldwide to join the experiment. The questionnaire can be accessed from the Link.

The human evaluation experiment contains two parts: the personality assessment and robot face action assessment parts. The personality assessment is based on the Big Five personality traits [215]. The Big Five personality questionnaire used in this chapter contains 45 questions to assess five subject personalities i.e. Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Openness, and Neuroticism. These questions can be seen in the Appendix A. Each question is quantified on a five Likert scale: disagree strongly, disagree a little, neither agree nor disagree, agree a little, and strongly agree. In this chapter, we explored the assessment results of generated robot face actions based on the participants’ personality. The participants watched the 30 videos (15 with generated face action and 15 with ground truth)
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Figure 3.14: The online Google Form questionnaire scene. The details can been seen in the Link

with the robot face action and the spontaneous speech utterance in the second part. Each video refers to four questions shown as following. Each question can be answered with a score selected from a 5-point Likert scale [216] where "1" corresponds to "strongly disagree" and "5" corresponds to "strongly agree".

- Is it generated or ground-truth face action?
- How much does the face action match synchronously with the audio?
- How much is the face action friendly?
- How much is the face action human-like?

All in all, the experiment steps used to assess the synthesized robot action from the speech are as follows:

- The participant access the questionnaire from the Link.
- The participant first answers 45 questions for the personality assessment.
- The participant watches the 30 videos where the robot speaks with related face action and then answers four questions below each video.

In this experiment, 55 subjects participated. All of them are students studying in France, China, Japan, Germany, and the UK. There are 22 females (40%) and 33 males (60%). Due to the Covid19 pandemic, this experiment was only done online through the Google Form questionnaire. No face-to-face experiment could be conducted in this period. Each subject did the experiment once.

Is it generated or ground-truth face action?

In the first question, we asked the participants to recognize the video as a generated speaking face action or ground truth when they did not know the label of the video during experiments.
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Figure 3.15: The accuracy of all 30 samples, the accuracy of 15 ground truth ones, and the accuracy of 15 generated ones.

By doing this, we would like to see if the participants can classify the robot face. The accuracy of the 30 samples is summarized here, see Figure 3.15. The accuracy is 50.5%, 41.6%, and 59.4%, respectively. The whole samples’ accuracy as 50.5% means that subjects cannot recognize the samples well. We can know that the participants cannot identify the generated and real speaking face action during experiments when the generated samples and real samples have similar accuracy. The generated accuracy is 17.8% bigger than the ground truth accuracy, which means that the generated samples are easier to recognize than the real one. All in all, the results indicate that the ground truth face action is better than the generated but the gap is not so big to some degree.

We also explored the accuracy results based on the subjects’ personalities (Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness), as shown in Figure 3.16. Firstly, no matter what samples (i.e., the real or the generated or the whole samples), the participants with the high score and the ones with low scores have similar accuracy results for each personality trait. For all examples in each personality, all the scores have similar accuracy, about 50%, which reinforces that the generated face action is as good as the real face action to some degree.

Synchronous? Friendly? Human-like?

In this chapter, we also try to compare the generated robot face to the real one for the synchronicity between the speech and the face action, friendliness, and anthropomorphism. Hence, we collected the results of question 2 (Synchronous?), question 3 (Friendly?), and question 4 (Human-like?) during the online experiments as shown in Figure 3.17. We applied the Mann–Whitney U test. We did not use the ANOVA test because the validation scores were not subject to the normal distribution through Shapiro–Wilk test. In this chapter, n.s. means $P > 0.05$, * means $P \leq 0.05$, ** means $P \leq 0.01$, *** means $P \leq 0.001$, and **** means $P \leq 0.0001$. All the generated speaking face action is assessed with smaller mean scores than the ground truth for each question from the average rating scores. The mean score difference is not so important. To some degree, it indicates that the synthesized face actions experience less but close performance of synchronicity between the speech and
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Figure 3.16: The accuracy results based on different five personalities traits

![Accuracy](image)

The face action, friendliness, and anthropomorphism than the real speaking face action. However, based on the statistical significance analysis as shown in Figure 3.17, the ground truth scores are still significantly higher than the generated face actions for synchronicity (question 2: $P=0.0002$). For friendliness and anthropomorphism, their results have less statistical significance than the result of synchronicity (question 3: $P=0.0155$, question 4: $P=0.0035$). It means that there is still some space of improvement for the generated face action. That is because the robot has only five motors to control face action while a human has more than 40 muscles for facial expression. Hence, even the ground truth face action, it can not meet up with human expectation.

For the extraversion personality trait, the assessment results are shown in Figure 3.18. For both generated face actions or ground truth videos, the introverted participants tended to give a higher rating score during face action assessment than the extroverted subjects for all three questions. From the test of significance, the friendliness results for introverted subjects and extroverted subjects have no significant difference ($P>0.05$). However, other two questions have different effects.

For the agreeableness personality trait, the assessment results are shown in Figure 3.19.
All the ground truth obtain a little higher mean score than the generated face action with the same parameters. For the second question (friendliness), the subjects with a higher agreeableness score always tend to give a lower assessment score during experiments, and the rating scores of the users with low agreeableness and the users with high agreeableness are not statistically significant (P > 0.05). For the friendliness results, the high agreeableness and low agreeableness subjects experience a significant difference in the generated face action assessment. For anthropomorphism, generated face action rating scores have no significant difference (P > 0.05) considering the agreeableness personality trait.

For the conscientiousness personality trait, the assessment results are shown in Figure 3.20. The subjects with the higher conscientiousness scores tend to mark a higher score during face action assessment than the subjects with high scores for all three questions. Similarly, all the ground truth face actions obtain a little higher mean score than the generated ones. Different from the assessment of question 3 (friendliness) and question 4 (anthropomorphism), the validation scores of the generated faces have significant differences between low conscientiousness and high conscientiousness (P ≤ 0.05). Namely, the lower conscientiousness rating score for the generated face actions is significantly higher than the high conscientiousness score of the generated face actions.

For the neuroticism personality trait, the assessment results are shown in Figure 3.21. The users with the lower neuroticism scores tend to mark a higher score during face action assessment than the subjects with high scores for all three questions. Similarly, all the ground truth face actions obtain a higher mean score than the generated ones. However, the statistical significances between lower neuroticism and high neuroticism are different for the three questions. For synchronicity and anthropomorphism, there are significant differences, especially synchronicity.

For the openness personality trait, the assessment results are shown in Figure 3.22. The lower openness scores tend to provide a higher score than those with high scores for all three questions. Similarly, all the ground truth face actions obtain a little higher mean score than the generated ones. However, for all three questions, they have a significant difference (question 2: P ≤ 0.01, question 3: P ≤ 0.0001, question 4: P ≤ 0.0001) during the generated face action validation. It means that personality openness reflects the assessment of the validation scores during experiments.
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Figure 3.19: The assessment results based on the agreeableness personality trait

Figure 3.20: The assessment results based on the personality Conscientiousness.
Figure 3.21: The assessment results based on the neuroticism personality trait.

Neuroticism

Figure 3.22: The assessment results based on the openness personality trait.

Openness
3.7 Summary

All in all, the generated speaking face actions have some space to be improved compared to ground truth but is still promising to be used on the human-robot interaction. A robot face with high degrees of freedom for face expression is needed for a higher rating score of the both (the generated and ground truth) to meet up human expectation in the future. The participant personality traits also reflect the validation results during user-joint experiments.

The speech-driven robot face action generation also used a GAN-based model to generate the face action from speech audio. However, because speech-to-face mapping (especially the mapping between speech and lip motion) is a more strict alignment task than the speech-to-gesture generation, we did not use one-to-many solution used in the gesture generation. We built an effective temporal GAN architecture, namely $S^2FGAN$, with losses of WGAN-GP and $L_1$ loss for co-speech facial action generation, which is promising to be used for other cross-modal mapping tasks with time series as input and output. The trained $S^2FGAN$ model can generate realistic and synchronous facial action sequence with speech audio. The facial action retargeting from human face landmarks to robot facial action was completed. Then, we applied the generated a face action based on speech on the face of the Zeno robot. Finally, the generated facial action series were assessed with the qualitative evaluation and the quantitative evaluation. We also conducted user-joined experiments to assess the generated robot face action in comparison to the ground truth. The experimental results show that the generated robot face action and ground truth have no big difference, facilitating a natural human-robot interaction. However, it is still a challenge to get a natural HRI in the wild settings because the Zeno robot has a limited number of motors for facial expression compared with about 40 muscles of humans for facial expression. Hence, more and longer experiments need to be conducted in a natural setup to explore the improved solution in the future. Due to Covid-19 sanitary crisis and the recent lockdown in France, no face to face human-robot interaction experiments could be conducted. In the future, we will do user experiments to explore the long-term human-robot interaction environment with the generated face action presented on Zeno robot. In addition, we will take the emotion label into consideration to explore emotional facial action generation for robot’s face.

In this chapter and the previous gesture generation chapter, we only focused on the gesture and face action generation based on speech without considering the user’s behavior. A natural step would be the exploration of the generation of the robot’s behavior not only based on speech but on the whole human behavior (gesture and facial action). In addition, it would be interesting also to consider the speech text and audio together so as to develop more natural speech-driven robot behaviors. Finally, further research directions could also include the style-controllable speaking robot behavior generation and speech-free robot behavior generation, for example, smile-driven or cry-driven robot behavior (gesture or face action) generation.

3.8 Thesis Contributions

In summary, our contributions in this chapter are as follows:

- We provided a short survey on the generative model for the generative model, state of the art on the face action generation, and the face robot with skin.

- A temporal GAN architecture with $L_1$ reconstruction loss and GAN loss was proposed to effectively generate a 3D co-speech facial action sequence, which can be possibly used in long-term human-robot interaction. Compared to the speech-to-face mapping
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model only with $L_1$ loss, our GAN-based model will focus on both global loss and frame-wise loss, which facilitates our model to generate more natural face action instead of the frame-aligned face action by using traditional models. The GAN generator gets the MFCC features of speech audio as input to generate 3D face action. The trained generator can be used for the 3D speech-driven face action generation.

- The facial action retargeting task was performed from human 3D face action to the robot face actuators. The mapping method was used to generate the control signal for the Zeno robot and the Zeno performance certifies the effectiveness of our mapping approach.

- The generated robot facial actions with the related speech were applied to the Zeno robot for human–robot interaction. Furthermore, we asked participants to join the user experiments where Zeno expressed synchronous face actions given the speech to estimate the generated face actions. The results show that our generative GAN model an effective method to generate the speaking face action for a social robot with face skin.

This work is under review [217].
Chapter 4

Multimodal human emotion from thermal face and gait in HRI

4.1 Overview

A human understands the counterpart’s emotion and conveys emotion during interpersonal communication. Human emotion perception is an important aspect in social robotics and in human-robot interaction (HRI). A successful human emotion detection during interaction may facilitate a natural human-robot interaction. In this chapter, we propose a vision-based multimodal emotion recognition method based on gait data and facial thermal images designed for social robots. Our method can detect four human emotional states (i.e., neutral, happy, angry, and sad). We gathered data from 15 participants in order to build up the emotion database for training and testing our classification models. We implemented and tested several approaches such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF). These were trained and tested in order to compare the emotion recognition ability and to find the best approach. We designed a hybrid model with both the gait and the thermal data and the accuracy of our system shows an improvement of 10% over the other models based on our emotion database. This is a promising approach to be explored in a real-time human-robot interaction scenario.

4.2 Introduction

Emotion understanding plays a very important role in human-human interaction and emotions are strongly related to the social context. Nowadays, robots attempt more and more to understand human internal and emotional states and try to establish more natural social interactions. With the development of more sophisticated sensors and the increase of computational power, more researchers focused on the vision-based methods for emotion recognition. A camera cannot detect a face with a high resolution at high distance but can acquire the gait information during walking. However, at close range, a camera cannot get gait information but can extract clear face images during stand-up position while interacting with the robot. The fusion of the gait data and face images can be used in many situations, including human identification and human emotion recognition. From the perspective of human identification through fusion of gait and face data, Kale et al. [218] used the outdoor data of 30 participants to complete a decision level fusion of gait and face data. However, the gait data was based on the human contours, which were not reliable. Hossain et al. [219] proposed a new multimodal Bayesian method for human identification with features from gait and face data. They applied the PCA-LDA (Principal Component Analysis-Linear Discriminant Analysis) processing in order to get better accuracy. Zhou et al. [220] fused the side face and gait information for human identification. PCA was used to get the features from side face images and gait energy images. In [221], instead of static fusion methods, a context-aware multimodal
fusion method was applied for human identification with gait and face data in real-time contexts. The authors considered two context factors, which reflected the relationship between gait and face during the fusion process, namely the view angle and the distance between the participant and the camera. The context-aware fusion method showed better results with respect to the static fusion rule methods. However, the gait information in these three previous described studies was extracted from 2D images, which provide fewer features than 3D images. From the perspective of emotion recognition with gait or face data, Castellano et al. [222] used the camera to get the data of human body movement and gesture by using the nearest neighbor method with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance to recognize affective states. Mao et al. [112] used the RGB-D data of human face and SVM classifier was employed to recognize the emotions. The authors in [223] presented a method of detecting human emotions with gait data from Kinect. In [224], a real-time 3D facial emotion detection system was presented. The system extracted the dynamic face features and used neural networks and SVR (Support Vector Regressors) to analyze the 16 AU (Action Units) and to complete the facial emotion recognition. However, emotion recognition with RGB-D images or with speech is not always accurate, because humans can lie and hide emotional states. Humans can easily express a facial emotion and feel another emotion. Hence, identifying the real emotional state is crucial.

To the best of our knowledge, no works fuse the gait and the thermal facial features together in order to understand human emotion in a social robotics context. A very common scenario is when the human walks towards the social robot and stops in front of it before starting the interaction. Humans can readily understand the emotion expressed in body action and gait, which are reliable cues for human emotion recognition [225]. Moreover, the thermal facial expression is an important clue for determining the human affective state and thermal data is rarely affected by the change of light exposure condition [226]. In our research, we developed a fusion-method for emotion detection from gait and thermal facial data.

The emotions include the neutral state, happiness, anger, and sadness. The reason why we selected the four emotions is that they are basic emotions. During experiments, we used the Kinect system to extract emotional gait information (i.e., joint angles and joint angular velocities). From the thermal images, thermal features from the ROI are extracted. Additionally, in order to find the most appropriate classifier for the multimodal data, several models including Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF) were trained and tested with gait features and Random Forests were trained and tested with multimodal features gait and thermal facial features. Finally, we compared and interpreted the recognition accuracy of these emotion recognition models and proposed a hybrid model with gait and thermal face data for emotion recognition. Furthermore, we conducted 300 experiments that allowed us to collect RGB-D and thermal data and we evaluated our system. The whole process of multimodal emotion detection is as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3 State of the Art

In this chapter, our object is to explore human emotion understanding with the fusion of the thermal facial information and the gait features. Hence, in this part, we will review the research on gait-based emotion perception and thermal-based affective computing.

4.3.1 Gait emotion classifier

Gait is related to human motion in daily life. It does not only facilitate human mobility but it also conveys the emotion of the walker. Compared to the biometric interface for emotion
recognition based on speech, facial expression, and physiological state, the gait-based affective perception provides a new solution for remotely observable emotion detection. Past works on emotion recognition models have explored the machine-learning methods, for example, the model based on PCA (Principal Component Analysis), the model based on support vector machine (SVM), the classifier with CNN model, and the model with Graph Neural Networks (GNN). Karg et al. [227] applied a PCA-based model for human affective state classification. Authors in [228] used an SVM model with the geometric features, motion features, and Fourier features of human gait to detect four human emotions (i.e., neutral, angry, happy, and sad). The paper [229] built-up a gait emotion recognition classifier based on GNN to detect human emotions. The emotion recognition model was trained on the database recorded from the experiments, and the database augmented through a generative network. The generative model based on autoencoder and GNN can generate emotional skeletal gait samples, which humans annotated for data augmentation. In order to process the spatial and temporal gait features well, the GNN model used the famous architecture of ST-GCN (Spatial Temporal Graph Convolutional Network) [230]. The gait-based emotion classifier network can detect four emotions: happy, sad, angry, or neutral. The paper [231] applied an end-to-end emotion recognition model based on Convolution Neural Network to detect pedestrian emotion. Then, the extracted emotion was used to guide the social robot for proxemic interaction. Video streams with human gait were recorded, and the skeletal poses were extracted frame by frame. The obtained poses were transferred to the image embedding for following emotion recognition.

4.3.2 Thermal emotion classifier

The human face temperature is not only a critical health indicator but also has a strong relationship with the human affective state. Infrared thermography with a thermal camera is a technology that enables us to sense the radiation of energy emitted from the human body. There are many advantages of using infrared thermography: during facial emotion detection, the thermal image is less influenced by illumination and occlusion variation [232] and the thermal camera is contact-free and less invasive than other sensors used to detect the physiological state of human users. The literature review shows a strong relationship between the human facial thermal data and human emotional states (e.g., for happy emotion: [233], [234], [235], [236], for sad emotion: [233], [235], and for angry emotion: [235], [236]). With a thermal camera, the thermal images can be recorded for emotion recognition. Many
research works have been done in the past few years on the human emotion perception with a thermal camera [237]. The authors in ([238]) used a thermal camera to capture the infrared thermography of the face for emotion detection. The paper used a top-down hierarchical system to classify human emotions. The regions of interest, including forehead, cheeks, nose, and maxillary, were detected from the thermal face images through image processing. In order to obtain adaptive emotion recognition for each subject, the self-calibrated system was proposed based on a fuzzy logic model. The model can detect emotions including joy, anger, disgust, fear, and sadness. The paper [239] proposed a fusion model of the RGB face features and thermal face features for facial emotion recognition. The authors explored Bayesian Network (BN) and SVM-based models with decision-level fusion and feature-level fusion. It was found that the fusion method obtained a better accuracy of facial expression recognition than unimodal emotion recognition only with visual features.

4.4 Methodology

Our system includes 5 parts including the emotion elicitation method, the creation of the database, the thermal facial feature extraction, the gait feature extraction, and the emotion recognition algorithm.

4.4.1 Emotion elicitation

In our research, emotion elicitation is used for emotional gait and thermal face data extraction. In lab environments, researchers often use the image-based method, film-based method, music-driven method for emotion elicitation. The authors in [240] showed that static images and film clips are mostly used as stimuli to elicit emotions in laboratory situations. Moreover, in [241] it was shown that the film-clip-based method was the most effective one to elicit emotions. In our work, we also adopted the film-clip-based method to elicit emotions. Before face and gait data extraction, the participants watch some videos extracted from the open film-based affection elicitation database, namely FilmStim [242] for emotion elicitation. This database includes French and English videos. In our experiments, we selected 6 clips (3 in English, 3 in French), 13 clips for happy emotion (3 in English, 10 in French), 16 clips for angry emotion (9 in English, 7 in French), and 17 clips for sad emotion (7 in English, 10 in French). Before starting the interaction with the robot, participants chose the film clips of each emotion randomly for emotion elicitation.

4.4.2 Multimodal database building

Nowadays, researchers have built many databases of thermal face [243] and gait [223][244], which can be used for human emotion recognition. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no available database for emotion recognition combining both gait and thermal images. In order to detect human emotion from gait and thermal face features, we built up our own multimodal database with gait and thermal data through user experiments in the lab environment setting.

Experimental design

During the experiment, we used the depth camera of Microsoft Kinect and the thermal camera Optris PI (Optical resolution: 640x480 pixels; temperature range: -20 degree Celsius to 900 degree Celsius) to obtain the gait data and the facial thermal image, respectively as shown in the Figure 4.2. The Kinect SDK can be used for 3D skeleton data extraction and the thermal
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Figure 4.2: Sensors and data extraction. (a) Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor (b) Thermal cameras Optris PI (c) Skeleton detection with Kinect SDK (d) Thermal images by thermal camera

camera can use the interface of Robot Operating System (ROS) to record the thermal image with face.

In addition, we fit Kinect and thermal camera together through the 3D printed frame. Because the Kinect SDK (Software Development Kit) with skeleton tracking function cannot work on Ubuntu and the thermal camera works well on Ubuntu system with ROS. The Microsoft Kinect sensor works on one computer with the Win10 system and the thermal camera works on another computer with the Ubuntu14 System. Two computers are on the same local network. The gait data from Win10 sends the data to Ubuntu14 so that the Machine learning models could be trained and tested on the same system. The whole experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.3. Because the thermal camera extracted the thermal images of the upper body and RGB-D camera needed to detect the whole body, the thermal camera and the RGB-D camera had different elevation or depression angle. Firstly, the thermal camera get the thermal images when the participants stand at the focus area of the thermal camera instead of walking to the Kinect. It was easier to set the parameters for the thermal camera than for the Kinect. In our work, we set the focus of the thermal camera at 1.8 meters and its elevation angle at 9.5 degrees upward with the horizontal. We also set the height of the RGB-D camera at 1.27 meters. If the depression angle of the RGB-D camera is 0 degrees, the whole skeleton body data can be obtained only from 2.2 meters to 4.5 meters in the Kinect skeleton axis. In this situation, we cannot obtain enough gait data in each experiment for emotion detection. Hence, we rotated the Kinect angle $\beta$ downward with the horizontal in order to get enough gait data. When $\beta$ is 7 degrees, the Kinect working area for whole body skeleton is from 1.7 meters to 4.5 meters and it is suitable for our experiments. Therefore, the angle contained by 2 optical axes of the two cameras is 16.5 degrees. Moreover, the maximum height of the participant who can use the system is 1.95 meters. During the experiment, participants walked from 6m to 1m instead of starting walking from 4.5 meters to 1.7 meters in order to get natural gait information during the experiments. During the experiment, Pepper robot guided verbally the participant to start an emotional interaction. The real sensors and the robot scenario are also shown in Figure 4.3.

All the experiments in this research took place in our laboratory. During the experiments,
the air conditioning was turned on with the temperature set at 24 degrees Celsius all the time (the face temperature is sensitive to the environmental temperature). All experiments were conducted over a period of 1 month. 15 participants (7 females and 8 males) took part in the experiments for building up the offline database. All of them were students with different major backgrounds and from different universities. Their age ranged from 20 to 32. Each participant joined 20 effective experiments. In the offline experiments, in order to reduce the influence of the emotion order, we randomized the emotion orders based on the size 4x4 Balanced Latin Square (BLS) ([245]). Balanced Latin Square is widely used in experimental designs involving many repeated observations, which can effectively random the experimental orders. In our research, we built the 4x5 Balanced Latin Square as shown in Table 4.1. In the table, there are 5 emotion orders and there are 4 emotions. We added the fifth row as a duplication of the first row in order to get more data from each participant.

During each experiment, the participant firstly watches some film clips for emotion elicitation, and then joins the later experiment for data extraction. In each of the experiment for data extraction, there are two stages including the walking stage and the standing stage. Namely, the participant walks towards the robot, then stops, and stands before the robot to interact for 10 seconds. In the first stage, gait data is extracted from the RGB-D camera while walking towards the robot. In the second stage, thermal images are obtained from the thermal camera during the interaction between the human and the robot. Before the experiment, the participants are also asked to fill in some pre-experiment questionnaires, such as EPQ (Eysenck Personality Questionnaire) for assessing the participants’ personality traits and PANAS (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) for obtaining the participants’ positive or negative affective states. The scenario was as follows:

(1) Pepper robot says: “Please position yourself at the starting area”;
(2) The participant stands in the area with the sign "Starting line";
(3) Pepper robot says: "Hello! Please walk to me";
(4) The participant walks towards the robot with the emotion elicited by watching the film clips;
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(5) The participant stops before the robot and stands there for 10 seconds to interact with the robot.

Data collection

15 participants took part in our experiments. Each of them completed 20 experiments (i.e., 5 neutral, 5 happy, 5 sad, 5 angry) with the random order of emotion experiments. In total, we collected 300 experiments with 75 entries for each emotion. During the experiments, the participants were asked not to move their head much. Some data still contains strong movement of the participant’s head. The 5 seconds thermal videos are hand-selected, in which the head of participant does not move or move just a little (the shake of the head leads to inaccurate face ROI detection). Namely, we looked at all the thermal videos one by one and recorded the start time and duration during which participants do not move their heads much. Some examples of thermal facial images included in the database are shown in Figure 4.4.

In the database, we also included the gait data, which corresponds to the positions of the 25 joints that are recorded at 30 fps from the Kinect RGB-D camera. The data from the whole body skeleton was recorded from 0.5 meters to 4.5 meters. The experimental period of the gait recording was about 2-3 seconds. The trajectories of the skeleton for the 4 emotions are shown in Figure 4.5. The purple, green, red, and blue skeletons correspond to the neutral, happy, angry, and sad emotions, respectively. The black trajectories in each one are the trajectories of the head and the base of the spine.

4.4.3 Feature extraction

Gait feature extraction

Human beings can easily understand emotion in gait in daily life. Their understanding is based on the detection of simple features, such as the overall speed of people. As there are so many potential kinematic parameters in human gait, the systematic analysis of gait features is very complicated [225]. In our work, RGB-D images were used to extract the human gait data. We extracted 25 joint positions (x, y, z) of the human skeleton at 30 Hz as shown in Figure 4.6.

Our work used gait data of lower limbs for emotion detection as the lower limbs have more repeatable movements than the upper body as discussed in [246]. Considering future online emotion recognition during human-robot interaction, depth camera on the robot for
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Figure 4.5: The trajectories of the skeleton

Figure 4.6: Human skeleton information extracted from Kinect V2. (a) 25 Skeletal joints (b) Cross reference between index and joints
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Figure 4.7: Angles in variable coordinate system. The red one is the coordinate system A and the blue one is coordinate system B. The movement of coordinate system on the camera cannot reflect the angular value but it reflects the position values.

Figure 4.8: Definition of the joint angles

Gait data extraction will move all the time. If we use joint position as features, the movement of camera should also be considered, which is very complicated. If the angle is applied as features, we do not need to care about the movement of the camera on the robot. Therefore, here, we selected the joint angle and the joint angular velocity as the features to characterize the gait. As shown in Figure 4.7, even though the coordinate system moves and rotates and the positions \((x, y, z)\) are different in the coordinate system A and coordinate system B, the angles maintain the same value. Hence, we do not need to take the movement of camera situated on the robot into consideration when we use the joint angles as features instead of position.

In our work, 8 gait features were identified as follows: the left knee joint angle (LKJA) and its velocity (LKJAV), the right knee joint angle (RKJA) and its velocity (RKJAV), the left hip joint angle (LHJA) and its velocity (LHJAV), the right hip joint angle (RHJA) and its velocity (RHJAV). The definition of the joint angles is as shown in Figure 4.8.

LKJA, LKJAV, RHJA, and RKJA are calculated with the joint position \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\), “i” is the joint index (from 0 to 24) (see Fig. 4.6). LHJA is extracted from the positions of joints 1, 0, 12, and 13. LKJA is extracted from the positions of joints 12, 13, and 14. RHJA is obtained from the positions of joints 1, 0, 16, and 17. RKJA is got from the positions of joints 16, 17, and 18. LHJAV, LKJAV, RHJAV, and RKJAV are calculated through a subtraction operation of the current angle and the previous angle and a following division operation on the sampling time gap, namely 1/30 second. The procedure of angle calculation is as follows. Firstly, the 3D vector \(V(i, j)\) is obtained based on the joint \(i\) position and joint \(j\) position in (4.1). Then, the length of the vector and the inner product of 2 vectors are calculated as shown in equations (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Equation (4.4) is used for the calculation of the angle between 2 vectors. LHJA, LKJA, RHJA, and RKJA are calculated as shown in equations
(4.5), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), respectively. For LKJA and RKJA, we directly use the angle between 2 vectors as the joint angle. For LHJA in (4.5) and RHJA in (4.7), based on whether the thigh swings before or after the torso, there are two different angle calculation methods, respectively.

\[ V(i, j) = ((x_i - x_j), (y_i - y_j), (z_i - z_j)) \]  
(4.1)

\[ D(i, j) = \sqrt{(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2} \]  
(4.2)

\[ VM(i, j, m, n) = V(i, j) \cdot V(m, n) \]  
(4.3)

\[ A(i, j, m, n) = \arccos\left(\frac{VM(i, j, m, n)}{D(i, j) \cdot D(m, n)}\right) \]  
(4.4)

\[ LHJA = \begin{cases} 
180 - A(1,0,12,13), & \text{if } z_{13} < z_0; \\
180 + A(1,0,12,13), & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]  
(4.5)

\[ LKJA = A(12,13,13,14) \]  
(4.6)

\[ RHJA = \begin{cases} 
180 - A(1,0,16,17), & \text{if } z_{16} < z_0; \\
180 + A(1,0,16,17), & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]  
(4.7)

\[ RKJA = A(16,17,17,18) \]  
(4.8)

Furthermore, in order to find the most appropriate model for gait and thermal face features, we make use of different emotion classification methods, including CNN, HMM, SVM, RF, and a hybrid model with RF, which needs distinctive gait features. For gait features, CNN and HMM directly use the angles and the angular velocities and the others use Power Spectral Density (PSD). PSD shows the energy of the specific frequency or the frequency range, which is a very useful feature for gait data. Welch method [247] can be used to obtain the PSD features (this is widely used in the literature [248] [249]). In our study, we use it for PSD extraction. The steps are as follows:

1. Divide the sequence of the joint angular velocity or the joint angle - g[0], g[1], g[2]....., g[N-1] into M segments.
   - segment 1: g[0], g[1],..., g[H-1]
   - segment 2: g[S], g[S+1],..., g[S+H-1]
   ...
   - segment M: g[N-H], g[N-H+1],..., g[H-1]

where,

N: Size of the gait sequence
M: Number of segments
H: Length of every segment
S: Number of values to shift between neighbor segments.
2. Calculate the window-based discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of each gait data segment and then get the related periodogram values $P_m(f)$ from the results of DFT.

\[ w(h) = \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi h}{L-1}\right) \quad (4.9) \]

\[ W = \sum_h w^2(h) \quad (4.10) \]

\[ G_m(f) = \sum_l g[h] \ast w[h] \ast e^{-2\pi j fh} \quad (4.11) \]

\[ P_m(f) = \frac{|G_m(f)|^2}{W} \quad (4.12) \]

\[ f = q \frac{h}{h+1} - \frac{h}{2} \leq q \leq \frac{h}{2} \quad (4.13) \]

where,

- $f$: frequency of DFT
- $m$: Digit of each segment ($1 \leq m \leq M$)
- $w(h)$: window function with Hanning function [250]
- $h$: $(m-1)S \leq h \leq H + (m-1)S - 1$

3. Obtain the PSD

\[ PSD = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} P_m(f) \quad (4.14) \]

**Thermal face feature extraction**

After obtaining the thermal facial images from the thermal camera, we will do feature extraction. Some recent works show that the nasal and perinasal areas are the most sensitive areas to the temperature change in the different emotional states and the temperature increases with the positive emotions and decreases with the negative emotions [251]. In addition, the left-cheek and right-cheek areas are linked to the changes in the emotional state [234] [251] [252]. Based on these findings, we selected three facial areas as regions of interest (ROI) in order to understand human emotions, namely nose, left-cheek, and right-cheek areas.

During each experiment, the average temperature values and the variances of these three ROIs were calculated. Facial key points in the thermal image were detected through the key point detector based on the Dlib face detection interface [213]. The face key point detector was trained with 493 images from the Natural Visible and Infrared facial Expression Database (NVIE) [243] and from our previous experiments. The trained model can detect 11 key points (i.e., the middle point of the eyebrows, the inner and outer corners of the eyes, the corners and the tip of the nose, and the corners of the mouth), as shown in Figure 4.9(a). The nose region is a square region around the tip of the nose (namely key point 7) and the sides are equal to 1/3 of the distance of eyes. Here, the distance of eyes is equal to the distance between the key point 3 and the key point 4. The left cheek and right cheek regions are rectangular regions with the width equal to the length between the corners of the eyes, and the height equal to the half of vertical distance between the corner of the mouth (key point 9 or 10) and the corner of the eyes (key point 2 or 5). More details are described in the paper [253](b). The 3 ROIs of the thermal face are transferred from 11 key points as shown in Fig. 4.9.
4.4.4 Emotion classification algorithm

Nowadays, there are a lot of machine learning algorithms that can be used for human emotion recognition. In order to find the most appropriate classification approach for the gait and thermal face features, we implemented CNN, HMM, SVM, and RF to train and test our multimodal database. We also developed a new hybrid classification model based on the best unimodal model above with both gait and thermal facial features. CNN and HMM only used the gait data as time series. SVM and RF used all the features including thermal and gait features. The input size of CNN was \([8,56]\) where 8 is the number of time series. HMM, SVM, RF, and our hybrid model used an input of \([1,126]\). Namely 120 values as features extracted from 8 gait time series (15 values from each time series) and 6 values extracted from ROIs of the thermal face images.

Unimodal emotion classification model

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the most popular deep learning methods, due to its powerful modelling capabilities, which is often applied to image and video processing [254]. In our emotion classification model with 1D CNN, there were 8 gait features corresponding to 8 time sequences, namely LKJA, LKJAV, RKJA, RKJAV, LHJA, LHJAV, RHJA, and RHJAV. The sequences build a matrix with 8 rows and 56 columns (56 is the length of every gait time sequence). The working range of Kinect for 3D gait data extraction is from 1.5 meters to 4.5 meters. Hence, the average time duration of the walking part is for about 2 seconds. The frame rate of Kinect for gait data extraction is 30 Hz. There were about 60 frames in each experiment and the shortest were 56 frames. In order to avoid the padding with zero frame, we selected the first 56 frames from each experiment for emotion recognition. The matrix \([8,56]\) corresponds to a pixel value matrix of the gray-scale image in the CNN model for image processing. Then, similarly, CNN can be used for time sequence classification just like the image part. CNN architecture for gait emotion classification is shown in Figure 4.10. In the CNN model, convolution kernel size is \([1, n]\), which means that convolution operation goes on respectively in each row instead of among rows and columns during image convolution. The images have 2D structure, which are highly correlated spatially while gait time series have a strong 1D structure, which is highly correlated temporally [12]. Zero padding in the sequence matrix is used during convolution operation. In addition, the activation function is ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit). Then, we selected the max pooling during pooling operation. The pooling operation only goes on in each row of the input.
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Figure 4.10: 1D CNN model with gait data as time series.

Figure 4.11: HMM model with the gait PSD features.

sequence matrix. Afterwards, the feature matrix is flattened and follows a fully-connected layer with a softmax function.

Brand et al. [255] presented the algorithm with Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to classify the two-handed actions during T’ai Chi Ch’uan and the action classifier shows a good accuracy of action recognition. However, human emotion recognition in action is different with respect to action recognition as the emotional state is more complicated to recognize being highly dependent on the inner state of the human. In our work, we apply HMM to classify the 4 emotion states and the model structure is as shown in Figure 4.11. In the classifier model, four HMM models were trained, respectively with the corresponding emotion training database at first. The recognition process was based on comparing the likelihoods of testing data from the 4 HMM models and choosing the maximum one as the recognition result.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) model and Random Forest (RF) dealt with non-linearly separable data effectively as the emotional gait data is high-dimensional and difficult to classify. In this chapter, we applied SVM and RF, respectively with gait data or thermal facial data for emotion detection in order to find the best model for the social robot. In addition, two of them utilized the Power Spectral Density (PSD) as gait features. The structure of the emotion classification models is shown in Figure 4.12. In the SVM model, the kernel is
Radial Basis Function (RBF), which function is defined as shown in Equation 4.15:

\[
K(x, x') = \exp\left(-\frac{||x - x'||^2}{2}\right)
\]  

(4.15)

Multimodal hybrid classification model

After testing the classifiers above only with the gait features from our database, we obtained the accuracy of the models. The CNN, HMM, SVM, and RF have a low accuracy. In order to improve the emotion classification, we fused the gait features and thermal facial features to build up a hybrid model with Random Forest (i.e., RF was chosen because as shown in Table 4.3, it obtained a better performance on the emotion classification with gait features than SVM, HMM, CNN during our experiment). The steps of building up the hybrid model are detailed below.

Firstly, we trained one RF model only with the thermal facial features of the four emotions and another RF model only with the gait features of the four emotions. The related process is shown in Figure 4.13. The model "RF-GF-4" means the RF model with gait features for the four emotions. The model "RF-TF-4" means the RF model with thermal facial features for the four emotions.

Secondly, we trained other six RF models to classify two emotions, respectively. Every model used both the thermal facial features and the gait features of two different emotions. The models are shown in Figure 4.14. For example, the model "RF-TGF-01" is trained with both gait and thermal features of Emotion 0 and Emotion 1 (where, Emotion 0: Neutral, Emotion 1: Happy, Emotion 2: Angry, Emotion 3: Sad).

Lastly, we used the eight models trained above to build up the hybrid emotion classification model as shown in Figure 4.15. At first, the gait features are used as input of the model "RF-GF-4" to get the output “Emotion m” when the thermal one is input the model "RF-TF-4" meanwhile to get the output “Emotion n” (m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3). If Emotion m equals Emotion n, it means that the two models have the same classification result. In this situation, Emotion m or Emotion n is the final result. If the two outputs are not equal, the features will be input into the model "RF-TGF-mn" to get the output, which result is thought of as the final human emotion detection result. In this situation where the two outputs are unequal, it
4.5 Data analysis

The hybrid emotion detection model used the gait data and the thermal facial images to classify the four emotions. Here, we analyze and process the two data flows in order to build up a better hybrid model for emotion detection. For the gait data, the data processing includes the median filtering and calculation of Power Spectral Density (PSD). Firstly, the median filter as a non-linear tool is used to remove the noise from the eight gait sequences. For example, Figure 4.16(a) and Figure 4.16(b) show the filtering results of LKJA and LKJAV. After the filtering process, the sequence is smoothed, which can effectively reduce the reflection of the noise during the machine learning process.

Secondly, PSD is calculated by using the Welch method and 15 frequencies is uniformly selected from 0 Hz to 50 Hz. The PSD results of one sample for eight time series are shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.18 describes the distribution of the mean in each ROI in the 8 experiments from one participant. It can be seen in the figure that the different emotions have different distributions. The ROI average temperature and variance of 8 experiments from one participant are shown in Figure 4.19. The different four emotions show different feature patterns in the Figure. From Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, we can get that the four emotions can accurately be classified through the thermal features above.
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Figure 4.16: Gait data filtering with median filter. (a) filtering of LKJA (b) filtering of LKJAV

Figure 4.17: PSD of 8 gait sequences for one sample in database.
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Figure 4.18: Temperature distribution of 3 ROIs with different emotions (black circle: Sad, green cube: angry emotion, blue tetrahedron: happy emotion, red pentagram: neutral state). The four emotions have different distributions.

Figure 4.19: Mean temperatures and temperatures variance of 3 ROIs with different emotions for one participant (N-: Neutral, H-: Happy, A-: Angry, S-: Sad, -LC: Left Cheek, -RC: Right Cheek, -N: Nose). The four different emotions show the different feature patterns.
4.6 Training and testing results

In our hybrid model, the RF models with both features for two kind of emotions were applied. There were 6 models in total and the testing results of the 6 models are shown in Table 4.2. The model “RF_mn” means Random Forest model that only classifies 2 emotions, namely the emotion m and the emotion n (m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3; 0: Neutral, 1: Happy, 2: Angry, 3: Sad). From the table, it can be observed the high classification scores of 2 emotions with “RF_mn”. In the first part of our hybrid model, the RF model with the thermal features and the RF model with the gait features get the classification results, respectively. In the second part, the hybrid model compares the 2 classification results. If they are the same, the same value is kept as the final result. Otherwise, based on the 2 different results, all the features are used as input towards one related model of 6 RF models only for 2 emotions’ classification. The testing results of the 6 models are shown in Table 4.2. The model “RF_mn” means Random Forest model that only classifies 2 emotions, namely the emotion m and the emotion n (m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3; 0: Neutral, 1: Happy, 2: Angry, 3: Sad).

The offline-testing results of our hybrid model are summarized in Table 4.3. And training size: validation size: testing size is 12:2:1. At first, by comparing Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we can find that the classification of 2 emotions is better than the one of 4 emotions. So we used the hybrid model to classify the emotions into one (e.g., the two results of the model "RF-GF-4" and the model "RF-TF-4" are the same) or two results (e.g., the two results of "RF-GF-4" and "RF-TF-4" are different). Then, if there are 2 emotions, the hybrid model will adopt the "RF-TGF-mn" in the second part to finish the classification. From Table 4.3, the end-to-end CNN model with the gait data as a deep learning method has only an offline testing accuracy of 55%. The offline accuracy of HMM model with the gait data and without PSD features is only of 65%. SVM model and RF model only with the gait PSD features have the offline testing results of 65% and 70%, respectively. And, SVM and RF models only with thermal features classify the 4 emotions with the accuracy of 55% and 60%, respectively. SVM with both kinds of features only gets 70%. Our hybrid model has the highest offline accuracy, 80%.

We also analyzed the data based on gender. With our hybrid system, we found that the emotions expressed by female participants were better recognized than the ones done by male participants with an accuracy of 80% and 65%, respectively. This is in line with the literature reviews that show small but significant gender differences in emotion expressions, with females showing greater emotional expressivity [256], [257]. We also computed the confusion matrix of the emotion recognition to check the difference of classification results of different emotions. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 4.4. We can see that the happy emotion is the easiest one to classify.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, firstly, we finished our multimodal experiment settings with various hardware platforms (i.e., thermal camera, depth camera, and the Pepper robot), the multimodal
data extraction interface and the emotion elicitation part. User experiments were conducted to build up a multimodal database for emotion classification. In order to explore our new multimodal database, we tested unimodal emotion classifiers such as 1D CNN, HMM, SVM, and RF with gait and thermal facial features of samples in our database. We also proposed a new hybrid model with thermal face features and gait features to classify four human emotional states (i.e., neutral, happy, angry, and sad). The results show that our hybrid model performs better than the other unimodal classifiers (i.e., 1D CNN, HMM, SVM, RF). Even if our results are encouraging, a larger database is needed in order to explore the performance of our model. Furthermore, we plan to conduct a new experiment with the Pepper robot in a natural interaction to test the accuracy of our method and how the trust of the human users is influenced based on the recognition rate.

4.8 Thesis Contributions

In summary, our contributions in this chapter are as follows:

- Based on the HRI experiments, we built up a multimodal emotion recognition database that contained the thermal face images with long-term emotion features and the 3D gait data with short-term emotion features.

- We explored the feature extraction method for 3D gait data and thermal facial images. The PSD-based feature extraction method was used in our research. The face key points were detected from thermal facial images and then were used to obtain the ROIs such as left-cheek ROI, right-cheek ROI and nose ROI. These ROIs’ statistical temperature features are used for emotion recognition.

- We tested multiple unimodal emotion classifiers such as 1D CNN, HMM, SVM, and RF on our database.

- We came up with a hybrid model for multimodal emotion recognition, which was also tested on our database and has a lot of potential for an online natural HRI.
This work has been published at [142].
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Interactive robot learning for multimodal emotion recognition

5.1 Overview

Human emotion recognition is critical for a natural human-robot interaction. Most of the methods used for human emotion recognition are offline. In this chapter, we present a long-life multimodal emotion recognition system during human-robot interaction by using an interactive robot learning method with human in the loop. The framework uses two types of features extracted from thermal facial data and 3D gait data. Furthermore, the human verbal feedback is injected into the robot long-life learning process for the multimodal emotion perception. The first results show that our method is a promising solution to be explored in a real-time human-robot interaction scenario.

5.2 Introduction

Based on the participants’ experiments, we have collected RGB-D data for gait and facial thermal data in order to build-up our offline multimodal emotion database as discussed in Chapter 4. We have conducted the offline testing on our multimodal database. However, the online emotion recognition is still challenging during the real-world human-robot interaction. This chapter explored how to find a solution to overcome this problem with human in the loop with the multimodal emotion recognition model and how to build up a hybrid model with multimodal information for long-term emotion recognition.

In order to find the most appropriate classifier with unimodal data as basic model of the hybrid model for the multimodal data, several models including Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF) were trained and tested. The unimodal classifiers for offline emotion recognition have been detailed and discussed in Chapter 4. After comparing the obtained accuracy for each model, we selected the best one as basic model to build up the hybrid model with decision-level fusion with the modified confusion matrix.

Even though many researchers study the multimodal emotion recognition models for robots, the online testing of emotion recognition model is challenging in real-time HRI context. This is mainly due to the related emotion databases that have limited size and because it is very expensive and time-consuming to label and annotate large databases by hand. Interactive Robot Learning (IRL) with human in the loop can overcome this problem. In human-robot interaction, robots can obtain the verbal feedback from humans to label or relabel the data extracted from the interaction ([258]). IRL is very useful in the long-life learning context where there is no large-scale data for emotion recognition. Robots can record the emotion-related features and obtain its label from the interaction with humans. If the online emotion classification gives a mismatched answer, the robot can record the data of the interaction and
relabel it to retrain the model. In this chapter, the interactive robot learning experiments were performed by using the human vocal feedback in the learning loops. Based on the received feedback, the emotion recognition model decided whether the data should be relabeled and the model was retrained at each loop. The hybrid model learned from the interaction and updated the modified confusion matrix for the next online testing experiments. In addition, the online testing was performed again to check the improvement of the hybrid model with the help of the interactive robot learning. Finally, we observed an improvement of the accuracy of the online testing, which shows the effectiveness of the interactive robot learning in multimodal emotion recognition.

5.3 State of the Art

From the perspective of human identification through fusion of gait and face data, Kale et al. ([218]) used the outdoor data of 30 participants to complete a decision level fusion of gait and face data. However, the gait data was based on the human contours, which were not reliable. Hossain et al. ([219]) proposed a new multimodal Bayesian method for human identification with features from gait and face data. They applied the PCA-LDA (Principal Component Analysis-Linear Discriminant Analysis) processing in order to get better accuracy. Zhou et al. ([220]) fused the side face and gait information for human identification. PCA was used to get the features from side face images and gait energy images. In ([221]), instead of static fusion methods, a context-aware multimodal fusion method was applied for human identification with gait and face data in real-time contexts. The authors considered two context factors, which reflected the relationship between gait and face during the fusion process, namely the view angle and the distance between the participant and the camera. The context-aware fusion method showed better results with respect to the static fusion rule methods. However, the gait information in these three previous described studies was extracted from 2D images, which provide fewer features than 3D images.

From the perspective of emotion recognition with gait or face data, Castellano et al. ([222]) used the camera to get the data of human body movement and gestures by using the nearest neighbor method with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance to recognize affective states. Mao et al. ([112]) used the RGB-D data of human face and SVM classifier was employed to recognize the emotions. The authors in ([223]) presented a method of detecting human emotions with gait data from Kinect. In ([224]), a real-time 3D facial emotion detection system was presented. The system extracted the dynamic face features and used neural networks and SVR (Support Vector Regressors) to analyze the 16 AU (Action Units) and to complete the facial emotion recognition. However, emotion recognition with RGB-D images or with speech is not always accurate, because humans can lie and hide emotional states. Humans can easily express a facial emotion and feel another emotion. Hence, identifying the real emotional state is crucial.

The authors in ([259]) described an IRL with mixed-initiative and how the memory-based human-robot interaction strategies worked in the learning environment. Furthermore, in ([260]) an IRL system was developed to help a curious robot learn skills in the grasping task by using the human speech feedback in the dialog loops. Thomaz et. al ([261]) completed the experiments with a teachable robot system and found that the robot learner with human guidance had a better learning ability than the one without human guidance. However, the researches in the literature do not use the multimodal method, which leads to the limited application scenarios of emotion recognition models.
5.4 Methodology

5.4.1 Fusion of multimodal classifiers

In this chapter, we selected the basic emotion recognition model from CNN, HMM, SVM, and RF based on the emotion classification accuracy. The model with the highest accuracy was used as the basic model for building the hybrid model structure. Our hybrid emotion recognition model applied the modified confusion matrix to the decision-level fusion part.

Basic model for hybrid model

Our long-life learning structure aims to fuse the thermal feature and the gait feature with modified confusion matrices because the two types of features have different accuracy for emotion recognition, respectively. At first, we will test the unimodal classifiers and select the unimodal emotion classification model with the highest accuracy as the basic model to build a hybrid fusion model.

As told in Chapter 4, based on our offline multimodal database, we have tested HMM with thermal data, HMM model with gait data, and RF model with thermal data, RF model with gait data, CNN model with gait data, SVM model with thermal data, and SVM model with gait data. And training size: validation size: testing size is 12:2:1. In addition, CNN model with gait features has only an offline testing accuracy of 55%. The offline accuracy of HMM, SVM, and RF with gait data are 65%, 65%, and 70%, respectively. SVM and RF with thermal features have the accuracy of 55% and 60%, respectively. Hence, we found that RF had the best emotion recognition performance with the highest accuracy with respect to the other models. So, this paper applies RF as the basic machine learning model for emotion recognition.

Hybrid model for online recognition

Instead of feature level fusion, our hybrid emotion recognition model used the decision-level fusion method with the modified confusion matrix of each modality. The confusion matrices were updated during the interactive robot learning loops, which made us see the unimodal classifier’s emotion recognition ability for each emotion in the long-life learning process. The two RFs were used for each single channel in our long-life architecture as the RF gave the best accuracy scores for both thermal and gait data in the offline testing. In addition, if the different basic models got the best accuracy in the both data, feature-level fusion would not be possible in our architecture. That was the reason why we selected the decision-level fusion.

The individual basic models only with gait data and the one only with thermal face data have different recognition abilities for the 4 different emotions, differences that can be seen in the confusion matrix of the emotion classification model. During the online testing, we found that the two individual models show distinct emotion recognition performance with different accuracy in each emotion situation. Hence, the decision-level fusion of the two individual models is necessary to make a better recognition accuracy. We developed a new decision-level fusion method with two basic model (namely RF model) for online emotion recognition and the framework is as shown in Figure 5.1. The integration method is based on the modified confusion matrix and the probability vector of each emotion class.

In the paper ([262]), the decision-level integration method for multimodal emotion recognition uses the accuracy of each emotion in each model. However, the confusion matrix shows the more statistical information of classification performance for different classes than the accuracy. This statistical information from the confusion matrix from each model is useful to integrate multiple models. We applied the confusion matrix information to build up the
decision-level hybrid model for emotion recognition. In the confusion matrix all the elements represent probabilities. The row of the confusion matrix represents the instances in a predicted class while the column represents the instances in the real class. Then, the elements of each column in the confusion matrix are divided by the total amount of instances in each column, respectively to get the Modified Confusion Matrix (MCM). In MCM, each column shows the probability of each real class in the predicted class situation. MCM of the gait face model and MCM of the thermal model are shown in Figure 5.2 (A) and Figure 5.2 (B), respectively. For example, in the column two corresponding to the predicted class “angry” Figure 5.2 (B), TC02, TC12, TC22, and TC32 represent the probabilities of neutral, happy, angry, and sad emotions, respectively when the predicted class is the angry emotion. During every online testing, the class probabilities of the thermal model make up the vector $T_{PM1 \times 4}$, as shown in Figure 5.3 (B). For example, the thermal emotion recognition model gets the prediction result “happy”. From the above matrix, the predicted “happy” is “neutral” with probability TC01, “happy” with probability TC11, “angry” with probability TC21, and “sad” with probability TC31. Therefore, in the “happy” prediction situation, the probability vector of the 4 emotions is equal to $TP_1 \times TC_1$. Similarly, we can get the probability vectors of the 4 emotions in other 3 prediction situations. The related processes for gait features and for thermal features are as shown in Figure 5.3.

The calculation of $T_{EP1 \times 4}$ for the thermal model, of $G_{EP1 \times 4}$ for the gait model, of $F_{UEP1 \times 4}$ for the two new vectors, and of $F_{RR}$ for the final recognition result is as indicated in Equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively. The class prediction probability vector of thermal model $T_{PM1 \times 4}$ times the modified confusion matrix of thermal model $T_{CM4 \times 4}$ to get the new class probability vector for the thermal modality $T_{EP1 \times 4}$. Based on the probabilistic history relation among emotions contained in $T_{CM4 \times 4}$, the prediction probability of thermal model $T_{PM1 \times 4}$ in online testing is transferred to $T_{EP1 \times 4}$ with the history information. In the mean time, $G_{EP1 \times 4}$ is got with the dot product between $G_{PM1 \times 4}$ and $G_{CM4 \times 4}$ for the gait modality. Then the addition of $T_{EP1 \times 4}$ and $G_{EP1 \times 4}$ is equal to $F_{UEP1 \times 4}$ which fusions the decision-level information of two modalities. Finally, the hybrid model recognition result is
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Figure 5.3: (A) Class probability calculation with MCM for the gait feature. 
GPM means the class prediction probability vector of gait model and GCM means the modified confusion matrix of gait model. Four vertical vectors make up of the GCM. (B) Class probability calculation with MCM for the thermal feature. TPM means the class prediction probability vector of thermal model and TCM means the modified confusion matrix of thermal model. Four vertical vectors make up of the TCM.
the emotion with the maximum probability in $FUEP_{1 \times 4}$.

$$TEP_{1 \times 4} = TPM_{1 \times 4} \cdot TCM_{4 \times 4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

$$GEP_{1 \times 4} = GPM_{1 \times 4} \cdot GCM_{4 \times 4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

$$FUEP_{1 \times 4} = TEP_{1 \times 4} + GEP_{1 \times 4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

$$FRR = \text{argmax} (FUEP_{1 \times 4})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

5.4.2 Robot interactive learning model

We applied an interactive learning method with human in the loop during the interaction in order to boost the online emotion recognition performance of the robot. An overview of the IRL system architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.4. During the IRL experiments, gait features and thermal facial features were input into the multimodal emotion recognition model, which is based on the MCM and is described in section 5.4.1. The recognition result is Emotion "n" (belong to 4 basic emotions including neutral state, happiness, anger and, sadness). If the predicted emotion, namely Emotion "n" does not match the ground truth, namely Emotion "m", the gait and the thermal facial features are restored to retrain the multimodal emotion classification model. The updated thermal and gait basic models in hybrid model test the saved features again to get the new predicted results, respectively. The new predicted results are used to update the two MCMs, which leads to the update of the weight in the decision-level fusion of hybrid model. If the predicted emotion is equal to the real one, we only update the two confusion matrices and the models are not retrained. With humans in the loop again and again, the final updated MCM will show a more precise relation between different emotion labels and finally, the online emotion recognition will be improved.

5.5 Experimental design

5.5.1 Online emotion recognition

We need to consider the computer system issue during online emotion recognition that Kinect V2 with skeleton extraction SDK and the thermal camera with ROS cannot work in the same system. The Kinect V2 cannot work on the Linux system for skeleton-based gait data extraction with Kinect SDK, but the thermal camera with ROS can not work on the Windows system. The related data flow is shown in Figure 5.5. We applied the Kinect on the win10
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Figure 5.5: Hardware and software architecture.

Figure 5.6: Online multimodal emotion recognition interface.

system and the thermal camera on the Ubuntu system. The ZeroMQ based message transformation interface [263] was used to send the extracted gait features to the Ubuntu system during the online experiments. The gait features adding the thermal features were fed to the pre-trained hybrid model for online emotion classification. The recognition result will be used for a later interactive robot learning model. To facilitate a convenient interaction, we also built-up an online multimodal emotion recognition interface as shown in Figure 5.6.

5.5.2 Interactive robot learning experiments

The hardware and the environment settings are as depicted in Figure 4.3 and Chapter 4. The experiment for the online emotion recognition is composed of three parts: the online testing, the IRL, and the online testing after IRL. 8 participants (half males and half females) participated 8 times in each part. Hence, 192 experiments in total were conducted.

All participants in this research were students with different major backgrounds including Computer Science, Mathematics, Business and others. They came from different universities in Paris with different educational levels from undergraduates to PhD students. All of them could speak English from the intermediate level to the native level and some of them could
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speak French as the “FilmStim” for emotion elicitation contains both English and French videos. Their age ranged from 20 to 32. The offline and IRL experiments were conducted with different participants.

In all experiments, the participants joined the emotion elicitation experiments at first. In the literature, static images and films clips are considered as good stimuli to elicit different emotions in the laboratory and films are one of the most effective ways to elicit emotions ([241]). In IRL experiments, the open film clips database-FilmStim ([242]), which is designed for emotion elicitation, was used. The film clips for each emotion were randomly chosen for emotion elicitation. One participant could finish the experiments in several days if he or she could not finish the experiments in one single session. Furthermore, between each emotion elicitation experiment, the participants had a break of about 2-5 minutes. In our experiments, the participants could randomly select videos from “FilmStim”. French participants selected French videos and the others selected English videos. The elicited emotions were compared to the ground truth emotion of “FilmStim” videos and we obtained more than 60%. The effectiveness of the “FilmStim” for emotion elicitation has been certified in the reference [242].

After the emotion elicitation experiments, we applied Pick-A-Mood (PAM) ([264]) as a tool of emotional state measure. As a visual scale, PAM is quick, easy, and reliable. PAM is a character-based pictorial scale for reporting and expressing human moods. It includes three cartoon characters, namely a male, a female, and a robot character. There are nine expressions related to eight distinct emotions and one neutral state in each character. Our research adopted the robot character and selected 4 expressions based on our research. In our paper, the four expression responses were the neutral state, happy emotion, angry emotion, and sad emotion from left to right, as shown in Fig. 5.7. During the emotion measurement test, the participant selected the cartoon character to report his/her mood. In each experiment, the participants needed to fill out the PAM questionnaire two times, namely after the emotion elicitation part and after the interaction with the robot. The result obtained from PAM was used to decide if the data should be recorded. If the two emotion measure results were the same, the data was saved in the database. If not, the data was not saved in the database.

In the multimodal data extraction part of each experiment, there were two stages including the walking stage and the standing stage. Namely, the participant walked towards the robot, then stopped, and stood before the robot to interact for 10 seconds. The details of the experiments (online testing experiments before IRL, IRL experiments, online testing experiments after IRL) are described in the following steps.

(1) The participant randomly selects and watches the film clips from FilmStim for a specific emotion;
(2) The participant selects the emotional state from PAM for mood measurement;
(3) The robot instructs the participant to walk towards it with the specific emotional gait;
(4) The participant walks towards the robot and stops before it for 5 seconds;
(5) The robot asks: “How do you feel?”. The robot records the emotion result and the gait/thermal data into a database for retraining the emotion recognition model;
(6) The participant selects the emotional state from PAM for mood measurement again;
(7) Repeat steps from 2 to 6 to complete more experiments.

5.6 Experimental results

5.6.1 Multimodal data analysis

During gait data processing, firstly, the median filter as a non-linear tool was used to remove the noise from the eight gait sequences. After the filtering process, the sequence was
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Figure 5.7: Four expression cartoon characters from PAM. The four related emotions are neutral state, happiness, anger and sadness. During the experiment, the emotion labels cannot be seen and the subjects only can see four cartoon characters.

smoothed, which can effectively reduce the reflection of the noise during the machine learning process. Secondly, Welch method ([265]) was used to obtain the PSD features. When using Welch method, 15 frequencies were uniformly selected from 0 Hz to 50 Hz. During thermal feature extraction, the statistic thermography features of face ROIs were got for emotion recognition.

There are 126 multimodal features extracted from the gait and thermal data. Even though our features size is not so large, we investigated the relevance between these features and the emotion labels through Maximal Information coefficient (MIC) method, which is a statistic coefficient to measure the linear or non-linear relation strength for the paired variables [266] and also can be used for feature selection [267]. The MIC results between those features and the labels are shown in Figure 5.8. The MIC values range from 0 to 1 and the larger the value, the stronger the relation between the feature and the label.

5.6.2 Emotion recognition results

Before online testing for emotion recognition, the offline RF models were tested in order to get modified confusion matrix, which is used for fusion of our emotion recognition models. There were 80 testing examples were used for offline testing. The modified confusion matrix shows the probability distribution relation of the four emotions as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively. In the modified confusion matrix, each column sums up to 100% (if without rounding) instead of each row in the original confusion matrix. And, the primary diagonal elements in the confusion matrix represent accuracy of each emotion while modified confusion matrix’s diagonal elements just indicate a conditional probability instead of accuracy of each emotion. In Table 5.2, the ratio with 91.67% is significantly higher when the real class and the predicted class both are sad one. That ratio in the modified confusion matrix only represents the probability of "sad" when predicted class is "sad", instead of the accuracy of "sad" (only 55%) in the confusion matrix.
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Figure 5.8: Maximal Information coefficient (MIC) between features and labels. X axis is the feature number from 1 to 126. Y axis is related MIC value from 0 to 1. Bigger the MIC value means a stronger correlations between the feature and the label.

Table 5.1: Modified confusion matrix of offline testing of gait model (N: Neutral H: Happy A: Angry S:Sad).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gait (model)</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real class</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>86.67%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Modified confusion matrix of offline testing of thermal mode (N: Neutral H: Happy A: Angry S:Sad).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal model</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real class</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>21.05%</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20.83%</td>
<td>57.89%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4.17%</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the offline part, because the emotional gait data can be acted more easily and the emotional thermal facial data with temperature is hard to be acted, the gait model had a better accuracy for the neutral, and angry emotion than for the thermal model while both models had similar classification capability for the other two emotions. For the integration of the model with gait features and the one with thermal facial features, we applied a decision-level method with the modified confusion matrix. Before IRL experiments, we conducted the online testing experiments with the decision-level model. In the online testing experiments before IRL, the chapter compared the recognition performance of the single models with gait features or thermal facial features and the multimodal model with both, which are with the accuracy of 54.6875% (gait model), 59.375% (thermal model), and 65.625% (fusion model), respectively. The results indicate a higher accuracy for the hybrid model than for any single models.

In order to verify the effectiveness of IRL for long-life emotion recognition, we conducted 3 parts of online experiments, including the online testing, the IRL, and the online testing after IRL. MCM (including TCM and GCM) shows the weight information of fusion part of hybrid model. Before IRL, the weigh information of decision-level fusion can be seen in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, which was got from the offline testing part. Bigger percent in GCM and TCM will make more contribution in the fusion part for this prediction class. During IRL, the interactive data from human-robot interaction experiments were used to retrain the two basic models in hybrid model and to update the weight information. The updated weight results can be seen in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. With more interactive data used to improve the emotion recognition structure, more realistic probabilistic relation between the predicted emotions and real emotions were got, which can lead to a better online emotion classification performance in the long-life learning. As shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, the percents were updated compared with the ones before IRL shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.

**Table 5.3**: Modified confusion matrix of gait model after IRL (N: Neutral H: Happy A: Angry S:Sad).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>76.32%</td>
<td>12.82%</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>4.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.63%</td>
<td>61.54%</td>
<td>23.26%</td>
<td>4.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
<td>15.38%</td>
<td>65.12%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
<td>10.26%</td>
<td>9.30%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.4**: Modified confusion matrix of thermal model after IRL (N: Neutral H: Happy A: Angry S:Sad).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>65.85%</td>
<td>17.07%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>7.32%</td>
<td>68.29%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>9.76%</td>
<td>12.20%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>17.07%</td>
<td>2.44%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>95.45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During IRL with human in the loop, when the hybrid model recognition result does not match the real one, the data and the related labels are saved for model retraining. The confusion matrices are updated with the testing results on the two retrained basic models. After IRL, the online testing was conducted again with the updated hybrid model. At last, an online testing accuracy of 78.125% is obtained after IRL, which is an increase of more than
10% than the one before interactive learning (i.e., 65.625%), which demonstrates that the IRL method is appropriate for emotion recognition with gait and thermal facial data.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, a hybrid model based on the RF model and the modified confusion matrices of two individual models was developed. By comparing the individual RF models and the decision-level hybrid model, we found out that our integration method is better to classify the emotion during human-robot interaction. 192 experiments were conducted, including three parts, namely online testing experiments before IRL, IRL experiments, and online testing after IRL. In these experiments, we compared the emotion recognition performance before and after IRL. We found out that the interactive robot learning performed better, with a 10% increase of the accuracy. Therefore, the first results show that our IRL architecture with human in the loop is a good solution to be used in robot long life learning in human-robot interaction scenarios. For the future work, we would like to conduct more online emotion recognition experiments in the wild in order to improve the long-life learning model with humans in the loop. Because our multimodal database size was limited and all the experiments were conducted in lab surroundings. The thermal facial data is very hard to be imitated for humans in a lab setting even though there are so many useful emotion elicitation methods. Hence, more natural data should be obtained in real life, which will lead to a more accurate emotion prediction during human-robot interaction.

5.8 Thesis Contributions

In summary, our contributions in this chapter are as follows:

- We built-up a hybrid fusion model based on the RF model and the modified confusion matrices. The model is a decision-level fusion method.

- Using the hybrid model, we conducted online multimodal emotion recognition during human-robot interaction.

- We also introduced an interactive robot learning method with the human in the loop to improve online emotion recognition. The IRL method used the user verbal feedback to relabel the data when the robot cannot recognize user emotion rightly. The relabelled sample can be used to train our multimodal emotion recognition model again for performance improvement. The accuracy shows the effectiveness of our IRL model.

This work has been published at [13].
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Summary

To summarize, we explored how to obtain a natural human-robot interaction from the view of multimodal human emotion perception with the human in the loop and from the perspective of speech-driven robot gesture/face action generation with GAN. Our IRL solution also can inspire some other human behavior perception tasks that are possible with the human in the loop. Our crossmodal mapping model from the acoustic modality to the visual modality and the one-to-many generation architecture also motivate other similar tasks, for example, music-to-dance mapping. The thesis contains four parts: speech-driven robot gesture generation, speaking robot face action synthesis, multimodal human emotion recognition, and interactive robot learning for emotion recognition.

- In the robot gesture generation part, we built up a crossmodal audio-visual database with speech audios and aligned 3D gestures extracted from the YouTube TED video collection. We came up with an one-to-many speech-driven gesture synthesis model based on GAN, which can take one speech as input and generate multiple mapped gestures as the human does. And we also retargeted the generated speaking gestures to robot motor actions for the Pepper robot, which can be used in human-robot interaction. Finally, we evaluate the generated co-speech motions. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our one-to-many gesture generation model.

- In the robot face action generation part, a GAN-based face action generation model was composed to synthesize the face action from speech audio. And the generated face actions were mapped to the face motor control signal of the face robot Zeno. Finally, we conducted the qualitative evaluation and the quantitative evaluation, and the evaluation with human-joined experiments to assess the generated robot face action compared with ground truth. The results show that our model is the potential for natural human-robot interaction.

- In the multimodal emotion recognition part, we built up a multimodal database with thermal face images and 3D skeletal gait data based on human-robot interaction experiments. The gait features were extracted based on the PSD, and thermal facial features were obtained based on temperature statistics of the face ROI. Then multiple unimodal classifiers were tested on our database. Finally, we built up an easy hybrid model to fusion both kinds of features for better emotion recognition.

- In the IRL part, we built up a new hybrid model based on modified confusion matrices for multimodal emotion recognition with the decision-level fusion. We tested the model for online emotion recognition in real-world human-robot interaction through the real-time multimodal emotion recognition interface built by us. Then we came up with an interactive robot learning architecture with the human in the loop where human verbal feedback was used to improve the online emotion recognition model. Finally, we did online experiments with IRL to validate the effectiveness of our IRL solution.
Pouvoir afficher une interaction naturelle a un impact significatif dans la réussite d’une interaction humain-robot (HRI). Quand nous parlons d’une HRI naturelle, nous faisons référence à la fois à la compréhension du comportement multimodal humain et à la génération de comportements verbaux ou non verbaux du robot. Les humains peuvent naturellement communiquer par le biais du langage et de comportements non verbaux. Par conséquent, un robot doit percevoir et comprendre les comportements humains afin d’être capable de produire un comportement multimodal et naturel qui corresponde au contexte social. Dans cette thèse, nous explorons la compréhension du comportement humain et la génération du comportement du robot pour une HRI naturelle. Cela comprend la reconnaissance multimodale des émotions humaines avec des informations visuelles extraites des cameras RGB-D et thermiques, et la synthèse du comportement non verbal du robot.

La perception des émotions humaines en tant que composante fondamentale de la communication joue un rôle important dans le succès des interactions entre un robot et un humain. La reconnaissance des émotions basée sur les comportements humains multimodaux lors d’une HRI peut aider les robots à comprendre les états des utilisateurs et à produire une interaction sociale naturelle. Dans cette thèse, nous investiguons la reconnaissance multimodale des émotions avec des informations thermiques du visage et des données de la marche humaine. Une base de données multimodale contenant des images thermiques du visage et des données de la marche en 3D a été créée grâce aux expériences d’HRI. Nous avons testé les différents classificateurs d’émotions unimodaux (c.-à-d., CNN, HMM, forêts aléatoires, SVM) et un classificateur d’émotions hybride pour la reconnaissance des émotions hors ligne. Nous avons également exploré un système de reconnaissance des émotions en ligne avec des capacités limitées dans le cadre de l’HRI en temps réel. L’interaction joue un rôle essentiel dans l’apprentissage des compétences pour une communication naturelle. Pour améliorer notre système de reconnaissance des émotions en ligne, nous avons développé un modèle d’apprentissage interactif (IRL) avec l’humain dans la boucle. Le modèle IRL peut appliquer la rétroaction verbale humaine pour étiqueter ou réétiqueter les données pour améliorer le modèle de reconnaissance des émotions dans une situation d’interaction à long terme. Après avoir utilisé le modèle d’apprentissage interactif du robot, le robot a pu obtenir une meilleure précision de reconnaissance des émotions en temps réel.

Les comportements humains non verbaux tels que les gestes et les expressions faciales se produisent spontanément avec la parole, ce qui conduit à une interaction naturelle et expressive. La génération de gestes et d’expressions faciales par la parole est essentielle pour permettre à un robot social d’exposer des signaux sociaux et de mener une HRI réussie. Cette thèse propose une nouvelle architecture temporelle GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) pour une cartographie un-à-plusieurs de la représentation acoustique de la parole aux gestes correspondants du robot humanoïde. Nous avons également développé une base de données audiovisuelle pour entraîner le modèle de génération de gestes à partir de la parole. La base de données comprend les données audio extraites directement des vidéos et les données des gestes humaines. Notre synthétiseur de gestes peut être appliqué à des robots sociaux avec.
des bras. Le résultat de l’évaluation montre l’efficacité de notre modèle génératif pour la génération de gestes de robot à partir de la parole. De plus, nous avons développé un synthétiseur d’expression faciale efficace basé sur GAN. Etant donné un signal audio, une séquence faciale synchrone et réaliste est générée. Nous avons testé cette partie avec le robot Zeno.
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Appendix A: Big Five questionnaire

Here are the questions of the Big Five questionnaire [268] [215] used during the assessment of robot face action generation. Each participant should answer on a 5-point Likert scale: 1-disagree strongly, 2-disagree a little, 3-neither agree nor disagree, 4-agree a little, and 5-agree strongly.

1. Is talkative?
2. Tends to find fault with others?
3. Does a thorough job?
4. Is depressed, blue?
5. Is original, comes up with new ideas?
6. Is reserved?
7. Is helpful and unselfish with others?
8. Can be somewhat careless?
9. Is relaxed, handles stress well?
10. Is curious about many different things?
11. Is full of energy?
12. Starts quarrels with others?
13. Is a reliable worker?
14. Can be tense?
15. Is ingenious, a deep thinker?
16. Generates a lot of enthusiasm?
17. Has a forgiving nature?
18. Tends to be disorganized?
19. Worries a lot?
20. Has an active imagination?
21. Tends to be quiet?
22. Is generally trusting?
23. Tends to be lazy?
24. Is emotionally stable, not easily upset?
25. Is inventive?
26. Has an assertive personality?
27. Can be cold and aloof?
28. Perseveres until the task is finished?
29. Can be moody?
30. Values artistic, aesthetic experiences?
31. Is sometimes shy, inhibited?
32. Is considerate and kind to almost everyone?
33. Does things efficiently?
34. Remains calm in tense situations?
35. Prefers work that is routine?
36. Is outgoing, sociable?
37. Is sometimes rude to others?
38. Makes plans and follows through with them?
39. Gets nervous easily?
40. Likes to reflect, play with ideas?
41. Has few artistic interests?
42. Likes to cooperate with others?
43. Is easily distracted?
44. Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature?
45. Is concerned about privacy issues?
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